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Abstract approved:

In this study we present experimental results related to dechlorination of p-

chlorophenol (CA07.8x104 mol/l in distilled water) obtained in a microreactor system

made of two parallel plates forming a microchannel 27 mm wide, 70 mm long, and

0.05, 0.1 mm thick. The dechlorination process is catalyzed by Pd/Fe bimetallic

catalyst deposited on plate surfaces. The overall dechlorination process is a pseudo

first-order reaction. The overall reaction is presented as:

Fe° + R-Cl + Ft R-H + Fe2 +CL

The chemical kinetic reaction system investigated in this study consists of 200

[ml] ofp-chlorophenol fed to an open loop single pass microreactor system operated at

steady state conditions. The ranges of the operating conditions are: the flow rate, 0.10

to 0.63 [ml/min], Reynolds number, 0.12 to 0.77 [-], the half-width of the reactor, 0.05

and 0.1 [mm], and the temperatures, 20 and 40 [°C]. The total amount of Pd catalyst,

20 [mg] and the pH of the solution, 5.3, were both kept constant in all experiments.

Four parameters associated with the reaction system were studied, the effect of flow

rates, the effect of dissolved H2 in the reaction mixture, the effect of half-width of the

reactor, and the effect of temperature. The change of the concentration of p-
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chlorophenol was typically observed during a 24-hour catalytic dechlorination. The

catalyst deactivation was observed in this study but no attempt was made to explain or

model this phenomena. Other similar studies (Graham, 1998) successfully described

the dechlorination mechanism. The Pd/Fe catalyst system demonstrated a successful

dechlorination of the p-chlorophenol in the single pass microreactor system. A

method of electroless deposition of Pd catalyst on the reactor plate surfaces is

explained and documented.

A mathematical model is developed to describe convective and diffusional

transport of reactants through the reactor system. The model includes axial convection

and diffusion, lateral diffusion, and first order reaction kinetics at the reactor walls.

An open-open reaction vessel boundary conditions are applied. The analytical

solution of the mathematical model is represented by the following equation:

2N

c =CAOBfle'X,/'ABBJ
n=1

where CA(Z/B, y/B) is the concentration of p-chlorophenol at any axial or lateral

position in the microreactor, CAO is the initial concentration, B is the half-width of the

reactor and B, are polynomial constants for each root (n) obtained. X(y/B) is

expressed for each root (n) as follows:

XI=b Ii+...12+...
+b1

'NB)
°

B) B B)

However, a useful expression of the average concentration in terms of CAOUt/CAO which

relates to the reaction rate constant, K" [mis], is presented as:



CAO,
=1+ K"W 2N

BX (11[e i]
CAO Vav, n=1

where Vave is the average velocity and L is the reactor length.

Experimental data are fitted to this expression and the reaction rate constants

of K'2ooc = l.16x103 ± 5.52x106 [m3lkgcat.sj and K400c = 2.83x103 ± 1.42x105

[m3/kgcat.sJ were found. The mathematical model explained the experimental data

very well. Therefore, the model developed in this study may be helpful in predicting

the concentration distributions in the microreactor.
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Dechlorination ofp-Chlorophenol on a Palladium Based Metal
Support Catalyst in a Microreactor; Experiment and Theory

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Since the beginning of the industrial revolution, our world has become

increasingly polluted with a wide variety of hazardous and toxic chemicals, so called

"industrial pollution". These chemicals have had many effects, including global

wanning, ecosystem destruction, groundwater pollution, and even effects as egregious

as birth defects and disease in humans. Many companies have voluntarily equipped

themselves with necessary laws and pollution control equipment to reduce emission

levels or overall usage of hazardous chemicals. Governments throughout the world

have also taken steps to ensure that companies adopt more responsible processes

regarding pollution and emissions. However, much work remains to be done to slow

the rate of pollution and to clean up areas which have suffered from irresponsible

emission practices. Public opinion has been moving in the right direction of

environment concern, and technology has been made significant strides toward

developing appropriate and effective clean-up methods. Still, much work remains to

be done.



A new type of pollution has gradually become known since the late 1980s.

This is soil and groundwater contamination by toxic substances such as chemicals,

chlorinated compounds, and heavy metals used in manufacturing processes, especially

in high-tech industries. There are about 15,000 chlorinated compounds in commercial

use, including pesticides, pharmaceuticals, disinfectants, and consumer products such

as plastics. Further, chlorine intermediates are used in reactions leading to

nonchiorinated products, such as silicon for electronic chips or epoxy resins. About

85% of pharmaceuticals require chlorine at some stage of their manufacture.

Technology not only needs to eliminate toxic emissions from these industries but also

to destroy the vast quantities of chlorinated solvents, chioroaromatics, and PCBs that

are contaminating dump sites, soils, and water supplies.

The reason why these chemicals pose such a threat to the environment and us

lies in their similarity to the organic compounds in the body. This similarity enables

them to be incorporated into living systems where they remain undetected. These

chemicals build up in the body, particularly in fatty tissues. Not all organochlorine

compounds are equally dangerous, some are much less toxic than others and not all

have been tested for their effects, some are only just being discovered. This is because

they are artificial and only recently have been produced in large quantities by

industrialized countries.

There are many technologies currently being evaluated for effective

remediation of chlorinated organics in liquids, soils, or sludges. Remediation is a
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solution of choice when a contaminant issue has been well defined and is known to

cause a risk to human health or to other sensitive species. The goal of remediation is

to remove contaminants from the environment or to convert them into less hazardous

byproducts. Remediation technologies take many different forms including the use of

microorganisms, vegetation, and chemical treatment as well as fixation or secure

storage methods. Some of them have advantages in some way, which might be

disadvantageous in some other way. Table 1.1 is a concise summary of potential

technologies and their advantages and disadvantages, which must be considered before

choosing a specific remediation approach.

Chlorophenols (CPs) are any of a group of toxic, colorless, weakly acidic

organic compounds. Many members of the group are manufactured by treating phenol

with chlorine molecules. In other words, one or more of the hydrogen atoms attached

to the benzene ring of phenol are replaced by chlorine atoms while a few are made by

hydrolysis of polychlorobenzenes. Only 2-chlorophenol is a liquid at room

temperature while all other chlorophenols are solids. The most generally useful

property of the chlorophenols is their toxicity to various organisms: they and

compounds made from them are used to control bacteria, fungi, insects, and weeds.

CPs are an important class of chemical compounds and intermediates in

chemical manufacturing industries, being used in pesticides, fungicides, herbicides,

and dyes. The use of CPs is extensive and significantly levels of these compounds

have been identified at many sites. They can enter the environment through



Table 1.1: Technological Overview for Organic Contaminant Removal

Technology Media Advantages Disadvantages Reference

Vitrification Soil Addresses mixed waste sites; Must address final disposal issue; Caruana, 1996
High reduction in soil volume; Land may not be usable;

Soil Vapor Soil Works well with relatively high vapor pressure Must address final disposal issue; McCann et. al, 1994
Extraction compounds; Low vapor pressure compounds

In-situ or ex-situ application; challenging;
Activated Carbon Liquid High adsorption capacity for chlorinated and non- Must address final disposal issue; Raghaven et. a!, 1996
Sorption chlorinates organics; Regeneration by incineration a

Excellent trace concentration removal; potential hazard for dioxin formation;
Biological Soil In-situ or ex-situ applications; Complete dechlorination may require Klasson et. a!, 1996
Remediation Sludge Use of indigenous organisms; both aerobic and anaerobic conditions;

Possible toxicity from high
contaminant concentration;
Long degradation times;

Catalytic Liquid Completely dechlorinates a variety of aromatic and Must address lifetime of catalyst and Muftikian et. a!, 1995
Dechlorination Soil straight-chain compounds; cost;

Sludge Fast dechlorination rates for both high and low initial Deactivation effects present; Sivavec et. a!, 1997
contaminant concentrations;

Soil Washing Soil Hydrophilic organics readily removed; Highly hydrophobic compounds may Gombert, 1995
Removes a wide variety of compounds; require a surfactant;

Must address final disposal issue of
secondary waste stream;

Thermal Soil In-situ application; Must address final disposal issue; Vinegar, 1998
Desorption Works well with volatile and semi-volatile Slow desorption from recalcitrant Uzgiris et. a!, 1995

compounds; fraction;
Applicable to a variety of soils including low
permeability clays and of heterogeneous nature;
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intentional disposal or accidental release, or as a result of the commercial and

domestic use of products containing these chemicals. Measurement of the CPs is

usually required in environmental analysis for the monitoring of pollution as well as in

analysis of biological samples for the investigation of human and animal exposure.

However, the increasing awareness of the possible environment effects of these

compounds has led to the demand for limiting their usage and for the development of

new methods of treating contaminated water and soils in which they are present.

One of the most attractive methods for solving the ecological problem of

chlorinated organic compound contamination is a metal-enhanced dechlorination

technology. This method offers a major advantage over some of the more

conventional treatment technologies because the process destroys hazardous

substances instead of transferring them to another medium, as in activated carbon

adsorption, air stripping, steam stripping, etc.

The catalyst employed in this kind of reactions consists mainly of one or more

metallic phase-usually Palladium (Pd), Nickel (Ni), or Platinum (Pt), and less

frequently Ruthenium (Ru), Rhodium (Rd), Cobalt (Co), or even Iron (Fe)-supported

on highly porous materials such as metallic oxides (Al203) or activated charcoal

(Carbon) (Pajank and Teichner, 1986). A previous report also confirmed that the

addition of a second element, mainly from the 113 group (Cu, Ag, Au), improves the

selective removal of chlorine (Morikawa et. al, 1989). Most of the relevant work

reported to date has been focused on reactor design. For example, Senzaki and co-



workers reported extensive dehalogenation of 1,1 ,2,2-tetrachloroethane and

trichioroethene (ICE) by iron over a range of conditions in a variety of batch and

column reactors (Senzaki et. a!, 1988,1989).

In addition, they extended their work showing that the rate of TCE reduction

could be increased by the amalgamation of iron with other metals and that iron surface

area seemed to have the greatest influence on the reaction rate (Senzaki et. al, 1991).

A full-scale column reactor was later described by Sweeny and co-workers in 1979

and 1981. This device has been tested for treatment of industrial wastewater using

various combinations of Zn, Cu, Al, and Fe mixed with sand. Dehalogenation reaction

of several chlorinated compounds contaminated in wastewater was successfully

achieved. Another approach to the use of iron metal in environmental remediation

originated with a study of groundwater sampling techniques by Gillham and co-

workers in 1990. Since iron is inexpensive and nontoxic, it was proposed that it could

be useful for the in-situ remediation of contaminated groundwater. Reduction of

chlorinated solvents, CC14, via chloroform to methylene chloride by fine-grained iron

metal was studied in well-mixed anaerobic batch systems by Matheson and Tratnyek,

1994.

The electrochemical method has been among current technologies being used

with these following advantages: (i) the activity for decomposition does not depend on

the environment as long as current is supplied, (ii) no secondary waste streams occur
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because reactive chemical agents are not used in the treatment, (iii) flowing water can

be treated easily using a column type electrode.

Zhang et. al (1995) investigated the feasibility of electrochemical catalytic

dechlorination of PCBs on soils using bicontinuous microemulsions and a lead

cathode. Dechlorination to biphenyl was achieved in all contaminated samples

examined. In addition, chemical, electrochemical, and photochemical decomposition

methods have been promising methods available in the literature for remediation of

PCBs-containing soils.

Electrocatalytic reductive dehalogenation of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid to

phenoxyacetic acids in aqueous solution containing MeOH, trifluoroacatic acid, and

tetraalkylammonium salt was studied (Tsyganok et. al, 1998). A Teflon, two-

compartment flow-through cell with a permeable carbon felt cathode and a platinum

foil anode were employed. Several metals were tested as electrocatalysts. Palladium-

loaded carbon felt was found to be the most suitable cathode for this system.

In a previous paper (Sonoyama et. al, 1997), the electrochemical

decomposition of chloroform dissolved in water using metal electrodes such as Cu,

Ag, and Zn was carried out without the production of H2. Methane and

dichloromethane were obtained as final products. The Zn wire electrode was found to

be the most active metal in this study. However, to overcome the disadvantages of the

electrochemical method elucidated by electrolyses at the Zn wire, a continuous study



(Sonoyama et. al, 1999) was investigated using colunm type metal-impregnated

carbon fiber electrodes (CFEs). The concentration of chloroform was decreased to

below the limit of detection and the main product of electrolysis was methane. Other

chlorinated compounds were also decomposed using a Ag-impregnated CFE with an

efficiency of almost 100%.

Hydrodehalogenation of organic compounds using hydrogen gas and a noble

metal catalyst is a widely used process in chemical synthesis (Rylander, 1985, 1979).

The procedure effectively transforms a broad range of compound classes, including

chlorinated aliphatics, olefins, and aromatics, which constitute the majority of the

halogenated environmental contaminants. Catalytic hydrodehalogenation differs from

the dehalogenation which uses zero-valent or manganese powder and often results in

only partial dechlorination in which the reaction products are sometimes more toxic

than the reactants because the catalytic surface (Pd) and the electron donor (H2) are

supplied as two separate reagents. Consequently, this process may have significant

advantages over the iron process because both the catalytic effect and the electron

donor concentration can be optimized independently.

Bodnariuk and co-workers in 1989 investigated the conversion of

chlorobenzene with H2 flow over PdRhIAl2O3 and PdSnI A1203 bimetallic catalysts.

Kovenklioglu et. al (1993), Balk et. al (1993), and Miyabe et. al (1993) disclosed in

patents similar processes involving a metal (several were suggested, but palladium

was prefened) and a reducing agent such as hydrogen gas for the hydrodehalogenation



of compounds such as ethanes, ethylenes, benzenes, and phenols in contaminated

water and aqueous waste streams. Bernard Cog studied the conversion under

hydrogen of dichlorodifluoroethane in gas phase at atmospheric pressure over graphite

supported Pd, PdK, PdFe, and PdAg catalysts in 1993.

Marques and co-workers (1993,1994) demonstrated that chlorinated benzenes

could be dehalogenated using Pd-on-carbon and H2, an aqueous base, and a phase-

transfer catalyst. A test in one laboratory showed that chlorinated ethylenes (Schreier

and Reinhard, 1995) and 1,2-dibromo-3-chloropropane (DBCP) (Siantar et. al, 1995)

were rapidly dechlorinated in drinking water whne hydrogen gas was used as the

primary reductant and palladium-on-carbon or palladium-on-alumina pellets were

used as the catalyst.

These works also investigated on the amount of metal needed for the reaction

and the effect of some water quality parameters (specifically oxygen, nitrite, nitrate,

and sulfate) on the rate of transformation. It was found that the presence of oxygen

greatly reduced the amount of ethane produced regardless of the catalyst support. A

complete dechlorination of PCBs in an aqueous methanol solution was achieved in

approximately 5-10 minutes by contacting the solution with a simple bimetallic Pd/Fe

catalyst at ambient temperature (Grittini et. a!, 1995). Therefore, this chemical

method has the potential to remediate soil and water contaminated with PCBs.
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Francis Cheng carried out electrochemical dechlorination of 4-chiorophenol to

phenol in 1997 on the surface of palladized electrodes. The study showed that

dechlorination occurred rapidly on palladized carbon or palladized graphite electrodes

and that reactions on both types of electrodes depended on the adsorption of the

chlorinated organic compound in the carbon surface and the reaction with hydrogen at

the palladium/carbon surface. Palladium was much more effective in promoting the

dechlorination reaction than platinum, probably due to its ability to intercalate

hydrogen in its lattice.

Doyle et. al (1998) developed a new method of PCB analysis based on

hydrodechlorination at room temperature and atmospheric pressure. The process was

an aqueous reduction by the Pd/Fe bimetallic catalyst, and the driving force for the

dechlorination of PCBs to biphenyl was based on dissolution of iron metal.

Advantages of this method are the speed and ease of analytical procedure requiring no

specialized laboratory equipment or precautions. Walt W. Mcnab and co-workers

(2000) studied the treatment process using dissolved H2 as an electron donor in the

presence of a commercial palladium-on-alumina catalyst to rapidly reduce common

chlorinated aliphatics such as TCE and PCE into nonchlorinated hydrocarbons such as

ethane.

In summary, because of concerns for environment, a wide variety of

chlorinated hydrocarbons and their relative concentrations have been investigated. As

a heterogeneous reaction, surface area is usually an important parameter to be
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considered. The catalysts utilized in previous studies range from nano-sized particles

to iron filings and even include the use of iron wire or palladized electrodes. The

major factors that need to be considered in the preparation of a heterogeneous catalyst

are (i) the type of metal salt used, (ii) the kind of reducing agent used, (iii) the

procedures adopted for washing the prepared catalyst, and (iv) the purity and physical

form of any supplying materials. Several important operating parameters include the

extent of Pd/Fe interfacial area, Pd/Fe weight ratio, ratio of Pd/Fe interfacial area to

the amount of chlorine to be removed, system pH, dissolved 02, and reaction vessel.

Furthermore, three important process resistances dependent on the various

process parameters should be clarified: (i) the formation of oxide layers of Fe(OH)2

and Fe(OH)3, (ii) the formation of H2 gas bubbles on the catalyst surface, and (iii) the

dissolution of iron. Table 1.2 gives an overview of investigations into the

dechlorination of a wide range of chlorinated organics.

1.2 Microtechnology

Micron size mechanical devices are becoming more prevalent, both in

commercial applications and in scientific inquiry. The advantages are obvious: they

save time, space, material, and technology. Recent advances in microfabrication, first

developed in the electronic industry, enable us to manufacture flow channels ranging

in cross-sectional size from a few hundred Angstroms to a few hundred microns.

These extremely small channels have a variety of current and potential applications.



Tablel.2: Literature Review of Experimental Investigations

Compounds Resulting Catalyst Properties Reactor Properties Reference
Treated Products

Carbon tetrachioride Methylene chloride Fe 100 mesh Fe, degreased iron filings, Batch system Matheson and
Chloroform, dichloromethane lion turning; 3% HC1 pretreated (lhr) C0=100-800 Jim Tratnyek, 1994
14 different chlorinated Dichloromethane Fe 100 mesh Fe and gorund iron pyrite Batch system: Mixer: 2 rpm Gillham and 0-Hannesin,
methanes, ethanes ethenes SA= 0.287 m2/g Packed bed 1994

C0=700-3600 J.LgfL________________________
Carbon tetrachioride,

_________________
Chloroform

_________________________________
Sn Cryo particles: 2000 Angstroms Batch system Boronina et. al, 1995

Methylene chloride Dichioromethane SA=30 m2/g C0=10 jiM, T=25°C
Methane Granular: SA=< 1 m2/g Deoxygenated solution
CO2 Zn Cryo particles: 450 Angstroms Argon atmosphere

SA=60 m2/g
Dust: SA< 1 m2Ig

Mg Ribbon
Trichloroethylene Ethene, ethane, Fe 100 mesh Packed bed, C0=1.3-6 ppm Orth and Gillham, 1995

Dichioroethene,
Vinyl chloride

Lindane, chloroform Benzene, methane Fe, Al, Zn, Mg 0.2-0.4 mm particles Packed bed, C0=8-14 jiM Schlimn and
1,1,1-trichloroethane methylene chloride Fe/Cu, Al/Cu, Mg/Cu Deoxygenated solution Heitz, 1996
Trichioroethylene trichioroethylene PH=5.0, Buffer
Chlorobenzene chlorobenzene
Trans and cis-DCE Vinyl Chloride, Fe 40 mesh: SA=0.7 m2Ig Batch system: C0=200 jiM Roberts et. a!, 1996
Vinyl chloride Ethane, Zn 30 mesh: SA=0.035 m2/g Mixer: 4-30 rpm

Acetylene ethylene

C0 = Initial concentration SA = Surface area
DCB = 2,2-dichlorobiphenyl TCB 2,5,2-trichlorobiphenyl and 2,3,2-trichlorobiphenyl DCE= Dichloroethylene
DSS = Dihexyl sulfosuccinate surfactant



Tablel.2: (continued)

Compounds Resulting Catalyst Properties Reactor Properties Reference
Treated Products

Trichioroethylene, Ethane, butane Fe Iron filings, 10 im iron particles, Batch system, C0=20 ppm Muftikian et. al, 1995
1,1-dichioroethylene Hexane (10j.m Pd/Fe) 40 mesh iron filings; 6M HC1
1 ,2-dichloroethylene pretreated
Carbon tetrachioride Methane
Chloroform, (Pd/Fe) Pd/Fe 0.0375-0.05 %w Pd/Fe
Dichloromethane____________________
PCBs: Aroclor 1254 Biphenyl Pd/Fe 10 tm SA=0.9 m2/g Batch system, C0=20 ppm Grittini et. a!, 1995

Aroclor 1260 Wrist shaker
Methanol, acetone cosolvents

PCB: Aroclor 1260 Aroclor 1260 Fe 10 Lm SA=0.9 m2/g Ambient temperature

PCBs: Aroclor 1221 Biphenyl (T >400 °C) Fe 100 mesh electrolytic power, 95.63% Batch system, C0=0.56 mg/mI Chuang et. a!, 1995
Aroclor 1254 Temperature: 200-600 °C

Carbon tetrachloride Chloroform Fe 100 mesh electrolytic power Batch system: Johnson et. a!, 1996
Granular: SA=0.005-0.038 m2/g Mixer: 36 rpm
Turnings:_SA=0.9-1.0_m2/g

Carbon tetrachloride Chloroform Fe Rotating iron disk electrode Batch, Mixer: 3000 rpm Scherer et. a!, 1997
SA=0.071 cm2 PH=8.4 with buffer

Turnings: 20-32 mesh C=85 p.M Mixer: 30 rpm
SA= 0.0 19 m2/g Deoxygenated solution

1=4-45 °C
Trichloroethylene Ethane, cis-DCE Pd/Ni -8+50 mesh granular iron filings Packed bed, C0=2.1-3.3 ppm Sivavec et. a!, 1997

Vinyl chloride 0.05 %wt Pd; 40 mesh Fe filings

C0 = Initial concentration SA = Surface area
DCB = 2,2-dichlorobiphenyl TCB = 2,5,2-trichiorobiphenyl and 2,3,2-trichlorobiphenyl DCE= Dichioroethylene
DSS = Dihexyl sulfosuccinate surfactant



Tablel.2: (continued)

Compounds Resulting Catalyst Properties Reactor Properties Reference
Treated Products

4-chlorophenol Phenol Pd/Carbon cloth; Pd/Graphite electrode Batch system Cheng et. a!, 1997
Pd/2 mm Fe wire; Pt/Carbon cloth

2,3-Dichiorophenol Phenol Pd/Fe 0.2 %w Pd; <40 mesh Fe Batch system, C0=0.08 mM Agrawal, 1997
________________________ Mixer: 40 rpm
Trichloroethylene

__________________
Vinyl chloride, Fe 40 mesh Fe filings Batch system/Packed bed C0=2 Gu et. a!, 1997
Ethane Pd/Fe 0.05 %w Pd; 40 mesh Fe filings ppm

2%DDS, 2% ethanol,
isopropanol cosolvents

2,3,2',5'-tetrachlorobiphenyl DCB, TCB, Biphenyl Pd/Fe 0.1 %w Pd; 100-200 mesh Fe Batch system/packed bed Gu et. a!, 1997
filings C0=1.2 ppm

2% DSS, 2% ethanol,
isopropanol cosolvents

Trichioroethylene Acroclor 1254 Fe 10 .tm SA=0.9 m2/g Batch system Wang and Zhang,
PCB: Aroclor 1254 Biphenyl Nano Fe 1-100 nm SA=33.5 m2/g Rotary shaker: 30 rpm 1997

Pd/Fe C0=20 ppm (TCE)
Nano Pd/Fe C0=2000 j.tgfL (PCB)

Ethanol cosolvents
T=22±1.0 °C

1,3 Dichloropropene Propene Pt/yAl2O3 Packed Bed Meyer et. a!, 1998
Ni/SiO3- Al203

_______________________ NiMo/y A1203

C0 = Initial concentration SA = Surface area
DCB = 2,2-dichiorobiphenyl TCB = 2,5,2-trichlorobiphenyl and 2,3,2-trichlorobiphenyl DCE= Dichioroethylene
DSS = Dihexyl sulfosuccinate surfactant
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Small accelerometers, with dimensions measured in micron size, are being used to

deploy air bag systems in automobiles. Tiny pressure sensors for the tip of a catheter

are smaller than the head of a pin. Micro actuators are moving scanning electron

microscope tips to image single atoms.

New fabrication techniques, such as surface silicon micromachining, bulk

silicon micromachining, LIGA (Lithographie Galvanoformung Abformung), and

EDM (Electro Discharge Machining) are making these devices applicable and

possible. Due to the increasing number of important applications for microscale fluid

flow, such as the cooling of electronic chips and devices, and its use in heat transfer

augmentation, aerospace technology, reactors for modification and separation of

biological cells, and selective membranes research on fluid flow in these small

channels is necessary to identify the fundamentals and characteristics of forced fluid

flow. As indicated in previously published literature, the flow and heat transfer in

extremely small or microscale flow passages exhibit some unusual behavior and

unique performance enhancements. Still, there are some questions regarding these

issues as well as some significant differences between this and the conventional

situation that must be clarified.

Since the ability to manufacture such small channels is rather new, it is not

surprising that few have been reported on in the literature. However, as early as 1928,

Davies and White investigated the fluid behavior in small channels 3.81 cm long and

2.54 cm wide and found that the onset of instability occurs at Re 1080 and fully
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developed turbulence appears at Re> 1800. The problem of laminar flow in ducts of

various cross-sections has attracted considerable attention in the scientific literature,

mostly for fully developed laminar flow. In general, the theoretical predictions based

on the Navier-Stokes equation are in reasonably good agreement with experimental

observations conducted in macroscale reactors.

In the 1960s, Eringen and his co-workers developed a theory confirming that

the behavior of fluid flow in microchannels will deviate from that predicted by the

Navier-Stokes equations. However, no experiment was conducted at the time and it

was not until 1990 that an experimental investigation of fluid flow in extremely small

channels was presented by Pfahler J. et. al, to study the flow characteristics. The

objectives of the study were to (i) determine at what length scales the continuum

assumptions break down; (ii) consider whether the Navier-Stokes equations

adequately predict the behavior of fluid in these very small channels and whether they

could be modified otherwise; (iii) consider if the phenomena that are typically ignored

in macroscale channels become more important and can not be neglected in

microscale channels; and (iv) consider if the onset of instability is affected by the

small size of the flow channels.

The construction of three channels of rectangular cross-section, one 100 pm

wide by 0.8 jim deep, another 100 jim wide by 1.7 jim deep, and the third 135 jim

wide by 135 jim deep, was utilized in this study with recent advances in

microfabrication. N-propanol was used as the primary working liquid. The
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experimental results for the relatively large 135 J.tm square channel and the 1.7 jim

deep channel were in rough agreement with the theoretical prediction, possibly

because of the effect of temperature of N-propanol and other experimental errors. At a

critical channel size when the channel depth decreased, it was found that the behavior

of fluid tended to deviate from the Navier-Stokes prediction.

To investigate both flow and heat transfer characteristics of a liquid flowing

through microscale channels, Peng et. al (1994) constructed a test facility and flow

loop. The flow characteristics of water flowing through rectangular microscale

channels having hydraulic diameters of 0.133-0.367 mm and 11/W ratios of 0.333-1

were investigated and the flow friction was measured to demonstrate the performance

in this paper.

The experiments indicated several aspects which varied significantly from the

flow in conventional-sized channels. First, the laminar flow transition occurred at a

much smaller Re of 200-700, and the fully developed turbulent flow took place at a

lower Re, accordingly. Second, the frictional behavior for both laminar and turbulent

flow deviated from the classical theories. Third, the geometric parameters such as

hydraulic diameter and H/W ratio were found to be the most important parameters and

had a critical effect on the flow: the friction factor increased when the ratio of HJW

increased and decreased when the hydraulic diameter decreased. In short, the

behavior of fluid flow in these microscale channels is strongly influenced by the wall

effects, and deviates from the normal situation described by the Navier-Stokes
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equations as the size of channels get smaller to the order of several hundred jim to 0.1

jim.

In the field of electrical engineering, Chih-Ming Ho and Yu-Chong Tai applied

a large number of transducers with on-board signal processing to form micro-electro-

mechanical-systems (MEMS) that can perform real-time distributed control resulting

in better flow control. In contrast, the large surface-to-volume ratio in micron-scale

configurations can cause the surface effects to dominate the fluid flowing through

these miniature mechanical devices such as gas flow experiencing large Knudsen

numbers which leads to the boundary condition modification in calculation.

MEMS have also generated significant interest in the area of microscale heat

transfer. Microchannel heat exchangers are indicative of this interest because they

have the capability to maintain a large rate of heat transfer over a small area, which

makes microchannels well-suited for cooling applications such as high-speed, high-

density microelectronics, laser diode arrays, and X-ray monochromator crystals.

Normally, microchannels are produced by either precision machining or chemical

etching and in substrates with high thermal conductivity, such as silicon, copper, and

aluminum.

Silicon has the advantage of allowing sensors or other MEMS components to

be incorporated as well as allowing the heat source to be directly integrated into the

same substrate, eliminating contact resistance. A rectangular microchannel heat
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exchanger in a 2 mm. thick silicon substrate in which a thin-film heater was deposited

on the back, by means of etching was utilized to study heat transfer and pressure drop

through deep microchannels of 1030 p.m by Harms (1997). Deionized water was used

as working fluid throughout the experiment. A critical Re of 1500 was found which is

lower than the reported value of 2400 for this configuration. The discrepancy was

mainly due to severe inlet conditions and channel roughness, both of which may

promote flow unsteadiness at the inlet and outlet.

Microfluidic systems are currently gaining industrial significance in various

technical fields such as Mechanical Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Chemical

Engineering, Medical Technology, Chemistry, and Biotechnology. Mechanical

Engineers are studying flow characteristics in terms of friction factor, pressure drop,

and the Navier-Stokes predictions as stated earlier. Electrical Engineers are working

with microsensors and cooling systems for electronic chips and devices. People in the

field of Chemistry and Biotechnology are developing for miniaturized fluid handling

systems, and Chemical Engineers are creating miniaturized reaction systems.

Miniaturization is also relevant to chemical industries, which enable us to

utilize the advantages for microreactors such as short paths, small volumes, and large

surface-to-volume ratios, in the development of new products. A large number of

applications in chemical engineering have obviously gained many advantages from

microtechnology due to the very large surface-to-volume ratio of miniaturized fluidic

components. This leads to a significantly enhanced process control, heat management,
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energy exchange rate, and performance of chemical reactions in both unusual reaction

regimes and completely different reaction procedures. Consequently, the reaction

course can be shifted due to strongly increased temperature control.

Furthermore, considerable industrial potential for unit operations such as mass

transport and mixing of gases and liquids has been shown to have improvement as

well. However, the development of techniques for performing chemical reactions in

microsystems, simply termed microreactors has priority. Microreactors are fluidic

systems or batch reaction vessels that are made from a solid matrix with typical

channel or cell widths of between 50-500 pm. They are made by appropriate means of

microfabrication, such as the LIGA process, structuring of photosensitive glass, or

Laser-LIGA.

The apparatus should consist of a metering device for gases and liquids, a

microreactor, and the appropriate analytical facilities. The microreactor is typically

operated at pressures below 100 bar and temperatures of less than 200 °C and should

be designed for continuous or batch operation. Particularly important is an effective

mixing of the reactor contents, which can consist of up to three phases. Also, it is

desirable to be able to take samples from the reactor. Integrated analytical facilities

(GC, GC-MS, IR) would make on-line analysis of the preferred reactor contents

possible.
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A particular problem in the realization of this microreactor system is posed by

the multiphase reactor contents. A system containing two-phase solid/liquid mixtures

would hardly cause problems, but three-phase solid/liquid/gas mixtures could cause

some problems due to interface phenomena. The challenge lies in the maximum

achievable reduction of the reactor volume while following the system requirements

stated earlier and avoiding interface effects. Another problem is the scaling of the

reaction process to larger reactors.

Only a few examples are known where microreactors have been used to

perform homogeneous chemical reactions and heterogeneously catalyzed liquid-phase

enzyme reactions. Due to the lack of surfaces having enough catalytically active sites,

heterogeneously catalyzed gas-phase reactions have not been reported at all.

Wiessmeier et. al (1997) first presented a method for treating the surfaces of

chemicals in a microreactor in order to achieve adequate numbers of catalytically

active and selective sites, which is the main prerequisite for the performance of

heterogeneously catalyzed reactions.

An investigation (Jang et. a!, 1997) of the gas-phase heterogeneous catalytic

hydrogenation of chioroethyl ethyl sulfide in a fixed-bed microreactor was carried out.

Results demonstrated that a catalyst containing 3% Pt-Al203 was active and stable for

this system. Mahata et. a! (1997) studied the kinetics of vapor phase hydrogenation of

phenol to cyclohexanone over a PdIMgO system in a flow microreactor under normal

atmospheric pressure and proposed a surface mechanism regarding this reaction.
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Additionally, the microreactors open up completely new possibilities for both

environmental protection and process safety. Because of the small amount of injected

chemicals and the high rate of heat transfer, the systems are especially suited for

reactions with highly toxic, flammable, and explosive reactants. Storing of hazardous

chemicals can be avoided by local production on demand. Furthermore, the removal

of heat can be optimized in microreactors leading to safer systems because of the large

surface-to-volume ratio. All these fields of application demand integrated analysis to

enable quasi real-time monitoring, a requirement which can only be realized using

microtechnological methods.

Due to current microfabrication techniques, namely LIGA technology which

offers the possibility of fabricating high precision microstructures from a large number

of polymers, ceramics, and metals or metallic alloys, many microfludic components

have been constructed. Static mixers, heat exchangers, and micropumps are examples

of microfluidic components required for the construction of integrated micro reaction

systems that have been and fabricated by LIGA technique.

By enhancing the interface area where fluids are mixed in micro mixing

systems, the advantage of effective diffusion mixing of the fluids can be obtained.

Miniaturized heat exchangers profit enormously from the large surface-to-volume

ratio of fluidic microstructures, leading to very efficient heat transfer. Most reaction

vessels and channels require the use of stainless steel as a structure material due to its
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inertness to the specific ducts and products of the chemical reaction being

investigated. However, it is not appropriate for the LIGA technique.

The micro electro discharge machining based process (.i-EDM) has been used

instead of LIGA for the microreactor components in a variety of corrosion resistant

steels and metallic alloys. Micropumps and microvalves are important parts of many

micro reaction systems and are fabricated by a combination of LIGA technique,

precision mechanics, and spark erosion. Integration of filters, mixers, heat

exchangers, micropumps, and reaction channels into complex microreactors opens up

new possibilities for chemical process engineering.

1.3 Goal and Objective of The Investigation

The goal of this work is to develop a microscale chemical reactor for catalytic

heterogeneous chemical reaction (dechlorination of p-chlorphenol to phenol), and to

develop a mathematical model that will incorporate all the reaction processes pertinent

to the microscale structure.

The objective of this work is divided into three: first is to obtain an analytical

solution for a convective diffusion with axial diffusion and heterogeneous reaction at

the reactor walls from the mathematical model proposed and the boundary conditions

addressed. Second is to develop the Pd/Fe bimetallic catalyst that can be deployed in

the microreactor. Third is to demonstrate the dechlorination of p-chlorphenol to

phenol in the microreactor with the developed Pd/Fe catalyst.
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1.4 Thesis Outline

Chapter 1 starts by providing methods that have been used previously for

dechlorination of chlorinated hydrocarbons such as CPs, dioxin, and PCBs. Bimetallic

catalysts along with the electrochemical method have been among several

technologies used in the removal of chlorine from chlorinated compounds.

Miniaturization has also generated significant interest in many areas such as

mechanical engineering, chemical engineering, electrical engineering, and in medical

technology due to the large surface to volume ratio, high heat transfer, and etc.

Development and details of microtechnology are also provided in this chapter.

Chapter 2 proceeds by providing mathematical models that have been used

previously for conventional reactor, so-called "macroreactor" and detailing supporting

theory for the chemical reaction, including the mechanism and chemical rate

equations. A mathematical model along with suitable boundary conditions for a

convective diffusion with an axial diffusion and heterogeneous reaction at the plate

walls in the microreactor is proposed. As a result, an analytical solution is obtained.

Chapter 3 provides the description of the laboratory equipment, materials, chemicals

used as well as the coating-catalyst method incorporated for experimental work.

Chapter 4 presents the experiment observations obtained for a wide variety of

experimental conditions. The effects of flow rate, bubbling H2, half-width of the

reactor, and temperature on reaction and deactivation of p-chlorophenol are studied.



The procedure for finding the reaction rate constant, K" [mis] along with the

optimization routine is shown in Chapter 5. To accomplish this, the model results and

the experimental data are compared. In addition, a closed loop system is presented

and the performance of different reactor configurations is compared with a single

reactor. Chapter 6 completes this work with conclusion and recommendation for

future work to improve the performance of the dechlorination reaction in the

microreactor. The rate of reaction, K' [m3actorikgcat. s], obtained from the experiments

are compared with other K' evaluated from other previous experiments in the

literature. All other details used in the modeling are included in the appendices.



CHAPTER 2
THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT

2.1 Introduction
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Mass transfer principles and practice have been an important area of chemical

engineering. Theories and applications up to 1975 can be found from Sherwood et. al

(1975). Recent publications in the literature indicate that continuous progress has

been made. General mass transfer theories with second-order or higher-order

chemical reactions can be easily found in the literature from 1979 to 1983. Research

into mass transfer with heterogeneous reactions has not been as extensive as that of

mass transfer with homogeneous reactions. Other related research works discuss the

effects of mixing in the chemically reactive systems.

Although the general theories are essential, it is sometimes of particular

interest to consider a special geometric system. For instance, Norman et. al (1996)

investigated laminar flow mass transfer in hollow fibers containing a heterogeneous

chemical reaction. A regular perturbation technique was first introduced to cope with

nonlinear boundary condition problems that resulted from heterogeneous chemical

reactions. An analytical solution in an infinite series was obtained and used to

evaluate the enhancement in a separation device.

Elperin and Fominykh (1994) developed an exact analytical solution in closed

form to represent a convective diffusion problem from a wedge to a flow with a first



order chemical reaction at the surface. A steady-state mass transfer equation that

neglected diffusion in the direction of convective transport along with mixed boundary

conditions was presented and solved in the approximation of a thin concentration

boundary layer. Numerical results were reported by D.J. Nelson et. al (1989) for the

case of a combined heat and mass transfer laminar natural convection flow in a

vertical parallel plate channel open to the atmosphere at the top and bottom.

Early development of mass transfer without chemical reactions was often

based on the film theory, the penetration theory, or the surface renewal theory (Stowe

et. al, 1983). These theories have been extended to explain mass transfer with

chemical reactions and relatively small deviations in the enhancement (Wellek et. a!,

1978).

Recent works performed on mass transfer are mostly with second-order

homogeneous chemical reactions. Chang and Rochelle (1982) developed the

enhancement factor in mass transfer by the film theory and the surface renewal theory

for second-order reversible chemical reactions in an effort to model SO2 absorption

into CaO/CaCO3 slurries. Stowe et. a! (1983) analyzed mass transfer with a first-

order, an irreversible, a homogeneous, and an arbitrary heterogeneous reaction using

film theory subject to the assumption of a linear profile of reactant between the bulk

phase and the heterogeneous reaction surface.



Apelblat (1980) investigated a mass transfer problem of three different laminar

flows flow coupled with an irreversible homogeneous or heterogeneous chemical

reaction of the first order. The exact analytical solutions for a flow with constant

velocity, or plug-flow, with a constant velocity gradient at the interface, or Couette

flow, and with a moving interface, or generalized Couette flow were obtained.

Mansour et. a! (1989) presented an analytical solution to the two-dimensional

convective diffusion equation for a first-order reaction in a laminar flow tubular

reactor and compared the concentration profiles with those obtained in previously

published work.

The problem of mass transfer with a heterogeneous chemical reaction of the

first order arises in heterogeneous catalysis, chemical absorption, and chemical

engineering. For comparison between theory and experimental data, simple and exact

solutions of the problem are desirable. At the same time, analytical exact solutions are

derived only for very simple geometry and flow configurations. Hsunling et. a! (1997)

simplified a mathematical model for a surface reaction in a square duct reactor used in

a design for a selective catalytic reduction process (SCR). A numerical solution

(Hsunling et. a!, 1997) with fully developed laminar flow conditions and an analytical

solution (Hsunling et. a!, 1998) with plug-flow conditions were successfully obtained.

An axial diffusion term, diffusion in the direction of flow, is usually omitted in

the mathematical formulation of the problem due to its small influence as compared to

the convective term in mass transfer problems. However, as pointed out by Tamir et.
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al (1973) the term a2C/Jx2 can be omitted in the mass balance equation for two

conditions: (i) where relatively long absorption channels are used or (ii) where high

flow rates characterized by large values of the Peclet numbers are used.

Apeiblat (1982) used the same mathematical formulation of the problem

previously derived in 1980, (without the axial diffusion term), and investigated further

the role of axial diffusion in the direction of convective transport. Comparison for

three different laminar flows was made when the effect of the axial diffusion was

considered. Dang V.D. (1983) studied mass transfer of a laminar fluid flowing in a

tube with both a homogeneous reaction in the fluid and a heterogeneous reaction at the

tube wall. A solution in terms of eigenfunction series expansions was obtained for a

convective diffusion equation with axial diffusion included in the mathematical

formulation.

2.2 Dechlorination of Chlorinated Compounds

Iron was found to be useful for the reductive dechlorination of organic

compounds that are considered to be common environmental contaminants, including

Tetrachioroethylene (PCE), Trichioroethylene (TCE), Chiorophenols, Chloroform,

Lindane, and Polychiorinated biphenyls (PCBs) with a standard potential of -0.42V

for Fe°/ Fe2 systems (Giliham and O'Hannesin, 1994). In the presence of a proton

donor like water, they typically undergo reductive dehalogenation (Matheson and

Tratnyek, 1994):
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RX+26+HRH+X

However, the use of zero-valent iron alone as a catalyst substrate often causes only

partial dechlorination in which the products are sometimes more toxic than the

reactants, e.g. PCBs (Grittini et. al, 1995).

As a result, the idea of adding a second metal-usually Palladium, Platinum, or

even Nickel-coupled with iron, creating a so-called "bimetallic catalyst", has been of

great interest. Recently, a method for the rapid aqueous reduction of TCE,

Chlorophenols, or PCBs to hydrocarbons by palladized iron (Pd/Fe) has been widely

demonstrated (Agrawal, 1997; Gu et. a!, 1997; Wang and Zhang, 1997; Schrier and

Reinhard, 1995; Muftikian et. al, 1995; Grittini et. al, 1995). One important

characteristic of a Fe0-Pd° bimetallic system is its ability to thoroughly dechlorinate all

compounds present without leaving chlorinated side-products. For example, at

ambient temperatures the Pd/Fe system dechlorinated all PCB congeners within the

Aroclor 1260 and Aroclor 1254 mixtures in approximately 5-10 minutes with only

biphenyl remaining in the system.

Pd metal in conjunction with hydrogen gas has gained much attention in this

area due to its superior ability to absorb hydrogen into its lattice and maintain a high

surface concentration of the gas. The high reactivity of the Pd/Fe bimetallic system

can be attributed to the following sequence of reactions: (i) the evolution of hydrogen

gas by the reduction of water molecules by elemental iron, (i.e., the "corrosion' of iron

in water); (ii) the adsorption of the evolved hydrogen gas by Pd° and the formation of
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the powerful reducing species, PdH2, (i.e., hydrogen gas intercalated into the

elemental palladium lattice); and (iii) the reduction of the chlorinated organic

compound adsorbed on the catalyst surface (Francis et. al, 1997).

Additionally, two important parameters governing the dechlorination reactions

are the surface area of the bimetallic Pd/Fe system and the amount of the species PdH2

available for the reduction reactions. The fonner is the main prerequisite of

heterogeneous chemical reactions, and the high surface area can be indicated by the

black color of Pd metal deposited on the iron surface. In the latter, which was

suggested by Grittini et. a! (1995), the Pd on the Fe surface acts as a collector of

hydrogen gas produced by the reaction of Fe0 with water, (i.e., the corrosion of iron).

Fe° + 2H20 * 2Fe + H2 + 20W

More importantly, the Pd/Fe bimetallic system can be prepared in a number of

ways, including an ion-exchange technique (Bodnariuk et. al, 1989), impregnation (B.

Coq et. al, 1993), palladization of iron wire (Francis et. al, 1997), and simple mixing

of powder and aqueous solution (Grittini et. a!, 1995; Doyle et. a!, 1998). For

example, a mixing of 2 g of iron particles (<10 .Im, 99.9+%) and an aqueous solution

of K2PdC16 (99%) to give Pd deposition on the iron powder was used as a catalyst to

dechlorinate PCBs to biphenyl (Grittini et. a!, 1995). The palladium was deposited on

the iron surface by the redox reaction:

Pd4 + 2Fe° - Pd° + 2Fe2
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Furthermore, the condition of the iron surface plays an important role in the

dechlorination reaction, especially in the formation of oxide layers on the iron surface

when it is exposed to air or aqueous solution containing oxygen.

2.2.1 Chemical Reaction

The chlorinated compounds that are adsorbed on the Pd/Fe surface are

reductively dechlorinated via a series of reactions that have not been elucidated.

However, several reaction mechanisms have been proposed. According to Graham

and Jovanovic (1998), the chemical reactions involved in the dechlorination reaction

of chlorinated compounds indicates three separate factors contributing to the overall

chemical reaction. These include the various dissolution reactions, hydrogen

reactions, and the actual chlorine removal reaction.

First, the dissolution reactions include the conversion of iron from the zero-

valent state, Fe°, to ferrous iron, Fe2 (a process commonly known as corrosion

(Eq. 1)), water dissociation, and acid dissociation. The water dissociates into hydrogen

ions, H, and hydroxide ions, Off, in accordance with (Eq.2), and the acid dissociates

into hydrogen ions, H, and chlorine ions, Cl, in accordance with (Eq.3).

Second, the hydrogen reactions mainly result from the formation of H both

from water dissociation (Eq.2) and acid dissociation (Eq.3). The concentration of

hydrogen ions in the reaction system is controlled by both the iron-catalyzed reduction
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to hydrogen gas, H2, (Eq.4) and the palladium-catalyzed reduction to the intermediate

reactive hydrogen, H* (Eq.5). Both reactions, Eq.(4) and Eq.(6), contribute to the

formation of gaseous H2 which is, in bimetallic system Pd/Fe, considered as a loss of

hydrogen.

Third, the intermediate reactive hydrogen, H*, from (Eq.5) is used in the

dechlorination reaction (Eq.7). Coupling these steps gives the overall dechlorination

reaction (Eq.8).

Dissociation Reactions:

Fe°Fe2+2e (1)

2H20 2W + 20H (2)

2HC1 2W +2CF (3)

Hydrogen Reactions:

Fe

2W+2eH2(g) (4)

Pd

2W + 2e 2H*
(5)

2H* H2 (g) (6)

Dechlorination Reaction:

2H* + R-Cl R-H + HCI (7)

Overall Reaction:

Fe° + R-Cl + H R-H + Fe2 +CF (8)
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H
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Pd-islet

) J

Reaction
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of multistep dechlorination reaction on a Pd/Fe catalyst.

2.2.2 Determination of the Rate Equation for Dechlorination on a Pd/Fe Catalyst

In heterogeneous catalytic systems (Levenspiel, Omnibook, 1989), the rate of

reaction for any order chemical kinetics can be expressed in many ways depending on

the type of the reactors: catalyst coated tubes, packed bed reactors, batch system, etc.

Generally, for a heterogeneous dechlorination reaction in a catalyst coated reactor, the

definition of the rate of reaction is conveniently based on the catalyst surface, S,

presented in the following manner:

, 1 dN4
r4 = = K CA

S it

d(VCA)
= (iescH. 1

dt

Em
2
ca:aI)'st suace S

mol
Eq.(2.l)

rmoil
Eq.(2.2)[s-i
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As seen in the rate expression above, the disappearance of the chlorinated

compound, A, depends on the concentration of A [mol/m3] and H* [mol/m3] as well as

the surface area of the catalyst, S [m2cataiyst surface]. In the case where the pH of the

solution is maintained constant, CH* is considered a constant as well. Then, it can be

combined with the K" [m3/m2cataiyst surface*S] and the surface area of the catalyst, S

[m2cataiyst surface].

One may view the overall available catalytic surface, S, as a product of the

weight of the coated catalyst, Wcat [kgcat}, and the specific surface of the catalyst "a"

[m2cataiyst surface' kgcaiyst]

S = Wcat
* a lm2ca:a1s:i Eq.(2.3)

The value of "a", the specific surface of the catalyst, depends predominantly on a

method and a particular procedure used in catalyst coating on a chosen substrate. It is,

therefore, extremely important that the coating method and the chosen procedure is

maintained identical throughout all experiments. Results from different experiments

obtained in different studies can not be readily compared unless precise information

about, Wcat, and "a" are known.

From Eq.(2.2) and with the substitution of S from Eq.(2.3), one can get

d(VCA)
= (KaWCatCH* A 11 Eq.(2.4)

dt [sj

= (K'Wcat ::CA [fl Eq.(2.5)[sj
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= (K A Eq.(2.6)[sJ
MultiplyWIJWL term into Equation (2.6)

WL(
)cWLKW A [sj

= WL(K )CA F1 Eq.(2.7)[s]
At the end we can conclude that the pseudo-first-order reaction rate constant:

(i) K' [m3reactorlkgcat.s], is a function of process parameters as it can be depicted from

Eq.(2.5).

mreactor 1
K'=K"aCH

L
kg01.sj

Eq.(2.8)

(ii) K [m3reactor/s], is a function of process parameters as it can be depicted from

Eq.(2.6).
I 3

= K'taWCOCH
L

reactor]

S

(iii) K" [mreactoi./s], is a function of process parameters as it can be depicted from

Eq.(2.7).

K aWcatCH. [mreactorl Eq.(2.1O)K'=
WL L s j

To account for the passivation effects on the Pd/Fe surface, an activity term,

acat, is integrated into the reaction kinetics as shown in Eq. (2.11). The activity of the

catalyst is also described by Eq.(2. 12) for an th order deactivation process.



d(VCA)
= K"WcatCAaca: Eq.(2.11)

dt

-.-- = Eq.(2.12)
dt

2.2.3 Effects of the Resistances

Three important process resistances are observed and they depend on the

various process parameters described as follows:

(i) Oxidation of Fe2 by the presence of 02 leads to the formation of Fe(OH)2.

(ii) The Fe2, an immediate product of corrosion in aqueous systems, can cause

dehalogenation of some alkyl halides in accordance with the equation:

2Fe2 + RX +H 2Fe3 + RH + X

Generally, these reactions are quite slow, but the formation of Fe(OH)3 can occur.

(iii) Formation of excessive hydrogen gas bubbles at the metal surface results from the

iron-catalyzed reduction.

Both the formation of iron hydroxides and the formation of hydrogen gas

bubbles (Figure 2.2) can inhibit the continuation of corrosion reaction and of reduction

reactions. In other words, they can passivate the catalyst surface and thus reduce the

overall reaction rate.
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Pd-islet
layer

Fe-substrate

H2 bubbles
Pd-islet

..K.__
Fe-substrate

Figure 2.2: Iron hydroxide and/or H2 (g) bubble formation on a Pd/Fe catalyst.



2.3 Modeling and Design

2.3.1 Reactor

2.3.1.1 Illustration

IT,,
J- w

w______________________

t CAOU
CAOVz'

L
Region 1 Region 3Region 2

z=-°° z=O z=L z=oo

A chemical reactant A enters two wide parallel plates a distance 2B apart from

z = -oo with an inlet concentration CAO under laminar flow conditions. The velocity

profile can be taken to be fully developed V = Vm [1- (yIB)2]. Because of the effect

of axial diffusion (in y direction), the entire reactor is separated into three consecutive

regions with a negative region -oo< z a reactive region 0< z <L, and a positive

region L z <oc. Only convective diffusion takes place in both the negative and

positive regions while convective diffusion with a consecutive, irreversible, first-order

reaction in which the reaction rate is rA" = KWCAW IS takes place at the plate walls in

the reactive region.
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Assumptions:

1. For each region, a steady-state solution is developed with all these constant: the

inlet concentration, CÁO, the outlet concentration, CAOUI, and the reaction rate constant,

K, [ffl3reactoil5l.

2. The physical properties, such as D, p, and .t remain constant.

3. No homogeneous reaction takes place in the bulk fluid.

4. The z-directed velocity profile is parabolic and is function of y position only.

5. Infinite length of the reactor in both region 1 and region 3 is assumed.

A mass balance equation is of the fonn:

Rate of mass into Rate of mass out of = Rate of accumulation
control volume control volume within control volume

The mass balance equation is made with respect to the control volume. Due to

the diffusion occurring both in the flow direction (z) and in the vertical direction (y),

the control volume based on this system is Wiyiz. The inputs and the outputs of

mass are by convective bulk flow in z direction or by diffusion in both z and y

directions. The accumulation term on the right hand side of the equation is the net

results of the inputs and the outputs, which is considered zero here due to the steady-

state condition.
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2.3.1.2 Mathematical Model

Input Output = Accumulation

Input : V (WAy)C AL (WAy) D-- (47)

Output : V (WAy)C A (WAy) D-'-d (WAz)
az a))

Rearrange all terms into the form required for taking limits and then divided by

(WAyAz).

Take the limit one at a time,

-v
I CAJ_DZ Alz+z

(WAy) [acAl aCA( 1
D

(WAz) [aCAI aCAI

---iyj

1

WAyAz WAyAzLi+ ii WAy1z[ay+

The balance between convection and diffusion for a two-parallel plate reactor is

c_Da CA +Dd
zaz az2 ay2

where V = V max IIl (yfB)2] or 312*Vo [1- (y/B)2 I

a2c21a2c
Avj j az az2 ay2

It is convenient to combine parameters to produce dimensionless, independent

variables.

First, define a dimensionless radius as r= y/B
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Vm[l_ll2]_t=DaCA D 2CA
az

Now, If we combine all remaining parameters with z, the result must be

dimensionless.

Let E = z/B

The ratio VmB/D can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless number

Pe VB/D

Finally, we can get

Y[1 Da2CA 2_aCA
B

11 j
B2 a2 B2 2

[1_2]_ D 2CA D a2CA

a BVm
2 BV j2

[12]aCA1a2CA __aCA
Pe a2 Pe 2

{i
2JaCA 1 [2C +a2cAl

La2 aij2j

The boundary conditions associated with the partial differential equations for each

region are given as follows:

Region 1: (oo< z 0)

Define 01 = cAcAI
CAO



In a two-dimensional formulation, at steady state, the convective diffusion equation is

governed by the partial differential equation

[1 12]01 1 Ia2o, 2O 1
Eq.(2.13)--[2 2]

subject to the boundary conditions:

CAI (- , y) = CA0 (inlet condition)

Eq.(2.14)

aCA1(Z,O)
= 0 (symmetry)

ao, (,o)
= 0 Eq.(2.l5)

aCA, (z,1) =0 (at the wall)
ay

ao, (,i)
= 0 Eq.(2.16)

a1

Region 2: (0< z <L)

Define 92=
CAO

In a two-dimensional formulation, at steady state, the convective diffusion equation is

governed by the partial differential equation



1 r02o2 0201

=L 02 + O2 j
Eq.(2.17)

subject to the boundary conditions:

A2 (z,O)
= 0 (symmetry)

(y

ao2(,o)
0 Eq.(2.18)

DdAR
CA2(z,l)

= r.dS (at the wall)
oy

dzOCA2 (zF)I WLK"C (zl)S-DWdz -
dy S

_A2Y_
- K WCA2 (z,1)

dy

ao2(,1)KB0 (,i)=o
D 2

ao2(1)+Da*o(l)O
Eq.(2.19)

Region 3: (L z <+co)

Define 03= cAOUcA3
CAO

In a two-dimensional formulation, at steady state, the convective diffusion equation is

governed by the partial differential equation



[1
1 [2oa2e1

peLa2 2j

subject to the boundary conditions:

CAI (00,y)= CAOUt

03(oo,ri)= 0

JCA3 (z,0)

ay

03(,0) 0
a1

aCA3(Z,1) 0
ay

aO3(,1)
= 0

a1

(outlet condition)

(symmetly)

(at the wall)

Eq.(2.20)

Eq.(2.21)

Eq.(2.22)

Eq.(2.23)

Solutions of Eqs. (2.13)-(2.23) can be obtained by proposing the following forms

O(,ii)= Eq.(2.24)

O2(,1J)= (ij)exp( /3,) Eq.(2.25)

O3(,r)= Eq.(2.26)



The convective diffusion equations of all three regions are the homogeneous

linear partial differential equations of the second order with variable coefficient r.

After the model is chosen, constructed and parameterized, the next step is to find an

appropriate solution to the model. There are several solution techniques by which a

performance model may be solved. In this work, to solve the second order partial

differential equations we must apply the substitution method that can sometimes be

used to transform a given differential equation into one that we already know how to

solve. The trick is to select a substitution 0 = f (,r) such that the transformed

equation is one we can solve. This may require a fair amount of trial-and-error.

Region 1: (-cc< z 0)

Given aP.D.E,

1 ra2o, 20

a
Eq.(2. 13)

With dependent variable O and independent variable , r we can transform the

equation into a new differentiall equation by making the substitution

eY(i)

We can now obtain

[1_,i2]a*eY(,i) =

Dividing the equation by e we obtain

F,[a2ey(,i)+ey
('1)]Pe

Eq.(2.27)



[1_i2]a*Y(i) = 1{2yy"()]

Pe*[1_i12]a*Y(iJ)

0

Y#(11)_[Pe*(1_112)a_a2]Y(11) = 0 Eq.(2.28)

Define two constant terms,

A = a (Pe-a)

B = Pe*a

Then,

= 0 Eq.(2.29)

This is the homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with

variable coefficient 1. The most generally effective method of attack is that based

upon the use of power series. The differential equation we are considering here has no

singular points in the finite plane. Therefore, we may expect to find a solution

=

valid for all real r and with a0 and a1 arbitrary.

Writing

=

we differentiate termwise to obtain



= 2i*(i_1)*aii1i_2

substituting these power series into Eq.(2.29) gives us

i*(i...l)*a'2 _{A_B11210ai11i = 0

Aai' +Ba11'2 = 0 Eq.(2.30)

To simplify the addition of these three summations in Eq.(2.30), let's shift the indices

so that the general term in each is a constant timesi.
For the first summation we substitute k = i-2 and get

=(k+2)*(k+l)*ak+217'

In the second summation we can take k = i and get

Aa1ui= -Aak

In the same manner for the third summation we can take k = i+2 and get

Ba1iY2 Ba 21
i=O k=2

With these changes of indices, the Eq.(2.30) becomes

(k+2)(k+1)ak2ri' _AakJ7k +Bak211" = 0

Next, we separate the r°' term and r term from the others and then combine the like

powers of 11 in the three sunmiations to get

(2*a2 _A*ao)7°+(3*2a3 _j*a1' +{(k+2Xk+l)ak+2_A*ak +B*ak_2]r 0
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Setting the coefficients of this power series equal to zero yields

A2*a2_A*a0=O, a2=a0

A6*a3 _A*a1 =0, a3 =a1

And the recurrence relation is

ak+2Aak+Bak2=O, k2
Solving the recurrence relation for ak+2 gives

A*ak _B*ak2
ak2=

(k+lXk+2)
k2

a1
A*a12-B*a14 i2

We can now determine all of the coefficients ak of the solution in terms of a0 and a1.

From,

=

= a0+a1)7+a2i72+...a117

= a0(1+...ii2 +...) + a1(j+...ij3 +...) Eq.(2.31)

To determine a in Eq.(2.3 1), the boundary conditions associated with the differential

equation must be applied as follows:



Apply the boundary conditions,

BC.l)

Therefore,

BC.2)

From

Therefore,

-- = 0 (at the center)

a0= 1

a1 = 0

= 1+ a2?72+a4174+...

51

Eq.(2.15)

Eq.(2.32)

= 0 Eq.(2.16)
a7

Y(j) =

=

= = 0
ij=1

i=O

Eq. (2.33)

O*a0+1*a1+2*a2+3*a3+4*a4+...+i*a1 = 0

As shown before, all the terms a1, a3, a5,... (i = odd number) are equal to zero. Thus,

only even number terms of a2, a4, a6, will be left in the equation

= 0

In this case we use MAPLE computational program to calculate all the

coefficients up to the term a280. All 70 terms of coefficients from a2 to a280 are

required, which contain the parameter a. When we substitute each of the coefficients
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into the equation and set it equal to zero, the roots can be obtained for the first 70

complete terms containing a. Only N stable and real positive roots, aN will be

selected for the negative region.

Eventually, we will get

Region3: (Lz<co)

Given aP.D.E,

01 = eY(i) Eq.(2.34)

1 [320 +32031
Eq.(2.20)

a j[3 2]

With dependent variable 03 and independent variable , r we can transform the

equation into a new differential equation by making the substitution

03(,77)= e°R(?7)

We can now obtain

[l_,12]_üi*eR(,1)

Dividing the equation by we obtain

[ 2w eR(i1)+eR ()]Pe

[1_2]_w*1(,) i[2RR (77)]
Pe

Eq.(2 .3 5)
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Pe*[1_fl2]w*R(77) = Ico2R(11)+R"&l)i

R#(,)+co2R(11)+Pe*[1_T,2]w*R(11) = 0

R'(ij) [- Pe*(1
2) = 0 Eq.(2.36)

Define two constant terms,

E=(-Pe-co)

F = Pe*w

Then,

Rff)_tE+F2jR) = 0 Eq.(2.37)

This is the homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with

variable coefficient . The most generally effective method of attack is that based

upon the use of power series. The differential equation we are considering here has no

singular points in the finite plane. Therefore, we may expect to find a solution

R(ii)= c,ir

valid for all real 1 and with c0 and c1 arbitrary.

Writing

R(ij)= c1ii'

we differentiate termwise to obtain

R'(ii) = i * ciii -'
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R'(ii)= j*(j_l)*c.2

substituting these power series into Eq.(2.37) gives us

i*(i_l)*c'2 _{E+F172]c1T11 = 0

i*(i_l)*c11j'2 EcT1' Fc1J2 = 0 Eq.(2.38)

To simplify the addition of these three summations in Eq.(2.38), let's shift the indices

so that the general term in each is a constant times TI'.

For the first summation we substitute k = i-2 and get

(i_i)*c,i' =(k + 2)* (k +l)*ck+21f

In the second summation we can take k = i and get

EcT =

In the same manner for the third summation we can take k = i+2 and get

Fc1112 Fc ii

With these changes of indices, the Eq.(2.38) becomes

(k+2)(k+l)k+,1J" Eck11' Fck211" = 0

Next, we separate the T° term and i11) term from the others and then combine the like

powers of i in the three summations to get

(2*c2 _E*co)1° +(3*2c3 _E*c1' +[(k+2Xk+1k+2 _E*ck _F*ck2]i 0
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Setting the coefficients of this power series equal to zero yields

E2*c2 _E*c0 =0, c2 =c0

6*c3_E*c1=0, c=1c

And the recurrence relation is

Ck+2 E * -F *
Ck_2 =0, k 2

Solving the recurrence relation for Ck+2 gives

E * Ck + F *
Ck_2

Ck+2
(k+lXk+2)

k2

ci
E*c_2+F*c1_4 i2

i(i-1)

We can now determine all of the coefficients Ck of the solution in terms of c0 and c1.

From,

R(1)

= c0+c1,-i-c22+...c,,j'

R() = c0( 1 + +...) + c1(,i + i +...) Eq.(2.39)

To determine c in Eq.(2.39), the boundary conditions associated with the differential

equation must be applied as follows:
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Apply the boundary conditions,

BC.1) = 0 (at the center) Eq.(2.22)

Therefore, c0 = 1

Cl = 0

R(ij) = 1+ c22+c4i4+... Eq.(2.40)

BC.2) 0 (at the wall) Eq.(2.23)

From R(7) =

=

aRI
Therefore, i_I = ti*ci = 0 Eq.(2.41)

'/17/=1 i=O

O*c0i1*c1+2*c2+3*c1+4*c4+...+i*c1 = 0

As shown before, all the terms ci, C3, Ci,... (i = odd number) are equal to zero. Thus,

only even number terms of -c2, C4, C6,.. - will be left in the equation,

2*c, + 4*c + 6*c6 + .. ic = 0

In this case, we use MAPLE computational program to calculate all the

coefficients up to the term c280. All 70 terms of coefficients from c2 to c280 are
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required, which contain the parameter o. When we substitute each of the coefficients

into the equation and set it equal to zero, the roots can be obtained for the first 70

complete terms containing Co. Only N stable and real positive roots, N will be

selected for the positive region.

Eventually, we will get

Region 2: (0< z <L)

Given aP.D.E,

03 = Eq.(2.42)

[lfl2j0=_1[202 o2o1

Pe[ a2 + 2] Eq.(2.17)

With dependent variable 02 and independent variable E, r we can transform the

equation into a new differential equation by making the substitution

02(,17)= eX(i) Eq.(2.43)

We can now obtain

[1 2] fi * eX() = 1[fl2X() eX(i7)]

Dividing the equation by e we obtain

{l_2]_fi*x()

'Ipe*[l_2]*X() = {fl2x()+x (71)]



X(,1)+/32X(11)+Pe*[1_112jJ3*X(11) = 0

x'()- [_ pe*(i - - /32]X(,i) = 0 Eq.(2.44)

Define two constant terms,

C = 3 (-Pe-)

D = Pe*

Then,

XIY(,l)_[C+D?/2jX(,l) 0 Eq.(2.45)

This is the homogeneous linear ordinary differential equation of the second order with

variable coefficient r. The most generally effective method of attack is that based

upon the use of power series. The differential equation we are considering here has no

singular points in the finite plane. Therefore, we may expect to find a solution

X(ij)=

valid for all real i and with b and b1 arbitrary.

Writing

X(ij)=

we differentiate termwise to obtain

x '(ii) = i * b11

x'(i)=i*(i_l)*b'2



substituting these power series into Eq. (2.45) gives us

= 0
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i*(i_1)*bi'2 Cbi Dbii2 = 0 Eq.(2.46)

To simplify the addition of these three summations in Eq.(2.46), let's shift the indices

so that the general term in each is a constant times if.

For the first summation we substitute k = i-2 and get

j*(j_1)*b.'2 =(k+2)*(k+1)*bk+211'

In the second summation we can take k = i and get

=

In the same manner for the third summation we can take k = i+2 and get

Db1ii2 =-Dbk217'

With these changes of indices, the Eq.(2.46) becomes

(k+2)(k+1k+21Jk Cbk1J'< Dbk2Tj'< = 0

Next, we separate the i° term and r' term from the others and then combine the like

powers of r in the three summations to get

(2*b2 _C*b0° (3*2b _C*b1)' +[(k+2Xk+lYk+2 _C*bk _D*bk2]1 =0

Setting the coefficients of this power series equal to zero yields



C2*b2_C*b0=0, b2=b0

6*b3_C*b1=O, b3=-b1

And the recurrence relation is

bk+2_C*b =0, k2k '

Solving the recurrence relation for bk+2 gives

[liii

b _k''k-2 k2k+2
(k-i-lXk+2)

b1
* b12 + D * b4

i 2

We can now determine all of the coefficients bk of the solution in terms of b0 and b1.

From,

x() =

x() = b0+b1i+b2i72+...bii

x() = + b1(i-i-..i3+...) Eq.(2.47)

To determine b in Eq.(2.47), the boundary conditions associated with the differential

equation must be applied as follows:
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Apply the boundary conditions,

BC.1) = 0 (atthe center) Eq.(2.18)

Therefore, b0 = 1

- 0]

x(1) = 1+ b2i12 +b4i14 +... Eq.(2.48)

BC.2) +Da*X(11) = 0 (at the wall) Eq.(2.19)
a7

From =

=
1=0

axl
Therefore, I +I)a*XT7) = i*b1 +Da*b1 = 0 Eq.(2.49)

1)/1 i=0 1=0

0*b0 i1*b1 +2*b., +3*b, +4*b4 +...+i*b, = 0

As shown before, all the terms b1, b3, b5,... (i = odd number) are equal to zero. Thus,

only even number terms of -b2, b4, b6,. . .- will be left in the equation,

(2*b2 +4*b4 6*b6 +...i*b,)+Da*(b0 +b2 +b4 +...*b,) = 0

In this case, we use MAPLE computational program to calculate all the

coefficients up to the term b280. All 70 terms of coefficients from b2 to b280 are
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required, which contain the parameter J3. When we substitute each of the coefficients

into the equation and set it equal to zero, the roots can be obtained for the first 70

complete terms containing J3. Only 2N stable and real positive roots, 2N will be

selected for the positive region.

Eventually, we will get

= Eq.(2.50)

Generally, four boundary conditions needed for each region due to the second order

diffusion term both in the flow direction (z, ), and in the vertical direction (y, i). The

partial differential equation for each region is shown below:

{i

121ao1 1 [a20, a201

PeL
2

Eq.(2.13)

1 1202 a2o 1[1_12]=_[2
+-_j Eq.(2.17)

1 [a20 2O]
Eq.(2.20)[1_n2]-=._[2

+--j

As a result, one boundary condition for region 1, two boundary conditions for

region 2, and one boundary condition for region 3 are missing from the previous

section, which required solving the set of the partial differential equations. Those four

boundary conditions are mainly addressed at the intersection between regions with the

concept of equal concentrations and equal diffusion rate: two boundary conditions
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between region 1 and region 2 required and two boundary conditions between region 2

and region 3 required as presented below:

1)At z=O,=O

and

CAI(O,y) = CA2(O,y)

CA0 CAO = CA092(O,11)

acAI(O,Y)

az

elF- (0,

-(o'n)+ -(on)

2)At z=L,=LJB

= 1

aCA2(o,Y)

=

CA2(L,y) = CA3(L,y)

CA0 * = CAOUt O3[_11 J*
GAO

IL L '\ CAOUtO2J+O2[_j
GAO

Eq.(2.51)

Eq.(2.52)

Eq.(2.53)



aCA2(L,y) aCAI(L,Y)and -

o2(L

ao2IL
= 0 Eq.(2.54)

To match these three solutions we still need another set of coefficients A, B, and C.

The final form for the three equations is shown below:

01
= Eq.(2.24)

02 = BeX&1) Eq.(2.25)

03 = Eq.(2.26)

Substitute 01, 92, and 03 from these equations into the boundary conditions which were

specified previously in Eq.(2.5 1 )-Eq.(2.54).

From Eq.(2.51)

= 1 Eq.(2.51)

= 1 Eq.(2.55)
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From Eq.(2.52)

ao
= 0 Eq.(2.52)

0 Eq.(2.56)

From Eq.(2.53)

CAOfl

Eq.(2.53)
CAO

2N N

(i)+ (ii)

CAOU
Eq.(2.57)

n=1 n=1 CAO

From Eq.(2.54)

= 0 Eq.(2.54)

- (ij)- (17) = 0 Eq.(2.58)

To define the term CA/CAO in Equation (2.57), overall mass balance equation

must be made as described below:



Overall Mass Balance Throughout the Whole Reactor

Input Output + Generation = Accumulation

Input term: Vave CAO * BW

Output term: VavCCA0ut * BW

Generation term: r dS

We will get

Vav,CAO*BW VaveCAoui*BW r qidS =0

From S/WL dS/Wdz and = z/B,

çLB

VaVCBW(CAO CA(,Uj Jr = 0

Substitute -rA = WLKCA2 !?7=1 IS

L/B

ave'('A0 CAOUI )- JBWKCA2
d =0

Divide by BW throughout the equation

Vav, (CAO C K" JCA2
I

* d =0Aou) w

Substitute C = *
CÁO
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--K Jo2 d=O
VaveI:I1

AO

(l--9-')-:;- fo2I1d=o
C0U ) Vave =o

Substitute 02 = B exp(- fi)x (ii)

CAOU! K =L'B 2N

C0 J V J
B exp(- fi4)]( (17)i, * d = 0

0 n=1

K" 2NCAOUI
=1- V BnXn (ii)I1 Jexp(- fi) dCAU ave n=1

CAQUI
=1 -

BnXn ('i) 10=1 [- -exp(- ji)
GAO Vave

K" 2NCAOUI =1+YB X ()I [i(exP(_finJ_1J]
CAU ave ri=1 [fin .

Substitute CAOUI/CAO into Eq. (2.57)

e'BX ()+ eCR (17)

K 2N
=1 + BX (i±Jexp_ ii iJ] Eq.(2.59)

ave n1 Lfl

With all four equations shown above, Eq.(2.55), Eq.(2.56), Eq.(2.58), and

Eq.(2.59), along with the corresponding boundary conditions and a scale-up method of

some parameters applied in the equations for the some reason, the concentration



profiles can be obtained analytically using MAPLE. Details of this along with the

MAPLE code are attached in appendix I.

2.3.1.3 Comparison Graphs

From the mathematical model presented previously, there are two important

dimensionless parameters governing the mass balance equations which are Pe,

Vm*BJD and Da, K"*B/D. In addition, the mass balance equations for the whole

reactor in terms of relative concentration (CA0utICAo) of both Plug Flow reactor and

Mixed Flow reactor are required to compare the performance of different reactor

types.

Plug Flow Reactor

Mass Balance Throughout The Reactor:

VaveBWCA _VaveBWCAz+ r'dS =0

BWVave(CAI CAl +& )- -KCAS =0

BV
ave

dz

K
dz

CA B*V
ave



in CAOUt KL
C

itO
LI

ave

I K'L\
C01 = C0 * expi I Eq. (2.60)

I

)

Mixed Flow Reactor

Mass Balance Throughout The Reactor

where F = VaveB* W

FCAO FCAOUt rS 0
F,

F(CAO CAOUI) WLK WCAOU, =0

F CAO F=WLK
CAout

CAO WLK+F
F

CAout F
C WLK + F

CAOU, 1
Eq.(2.62)

CAO +1
R*V

ave



On examining the performance of each reactor, we keep the constant ratio of

Da and Pe at 0.01. The plot of the term (CA/CÁO) against the term (K"wLIBVave) jS

graphed as shown below at different numbers of Pe ranging from 0.01 to 10.

Da/Fe=O.O1

12

o
2 4

_'-z- t 6 8 12

1

+
4- -f +

4
4 4- +

2

CA/CAO *-- z________

.---PF=OO1
p=1O
Pe=5 ----
F=1 -

Pe=o.oi
- MF=O.O1

-6

K'llaveB

Figure 2.3: Graphical comparison with plug and mixed flow reactor
a) at different Pe and constant Da/Pe ratio of 0.01.
b) CA/CÁO from a) on logarithmic scale.
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The result of varying the three parameters, K" (the reaction rate constant), B

(the half-width of the reactor), and V (the velocity of the flow), are shown in Figure

2.4 (a,b), Figure 2.5 (a,b), and Figure 2.6 (a,b), respectively.

0.8

CAIC

Fe =1

Vm=1E4 rn's

De 1B8',
B =1E-4m

0.0
.

0 2 4 6 8

XLNaveB

- Plug Flow s----- Kw =1 E-4 e------ Kw =1 E-5 - Kw =1 E-6 -.- Mxed Row

0

-1

-2

CA/CAO -3

-4

Fe =1

Vm =1 E-4 ni's

D8=1E8rr/s

B =1E-4m
-6

12

8 ID 12

/VaveB

Flug Flow .Kw=1E-4 .................... Kw=1E-5 Kw=1E-6 Mxed Row

Figure 2.4: Graphical comparison with plug and mixed flow reactor
a) at different K"
b) CA/CAO from a) on logarithmic scale.
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1.0

0.8

0.6

CA/CAO

0.4

0.2

0.0

0 2 4 6 8 12

/VaveB

Plug Flow -.--- B=2E.3m -'.----- B=1 E-4m -- B=2E-5m Mxed Flowl

0

-1

-2

CA/CAQ

-4

2 4 6 8 12
-

Da/Pe = 0.01

Vm =5E-6rrVs
=1E9rr/s

K =5E-7nVs
-6

KL/VaveB

FlugFlow .uB=2E3m B=1E4m.B=2E5m ?iIxedAow

Figure 2.5: Graphical comparison with plug and mixed flow reactor
a) at different Bs.
b) CA/CAo from a) on logarithmic scale.



1.0

0.8

0.6

CA/CA0

0.4

0.2

0,0 T'-- .-[
0 2 4 6 8 13 12 14 16

KaveB

Aug Row ---Vm=1B3 .Vrn=1E4 ----.----Vn1E-5 -'-- Mxed Row

CA/CAO

-4

Da=1

K=1E4rn's
De=1E8fl12/S

B=1E-4 m
_oJ

aveB

Aug Row --Vr1E-3 --Vm=1E-4 ----- Vrn=1E-5 Mxed Flow

Figure 2.6: Graphical comparison with plug and mixed flow reactor
a) at different velocities (Vi).
b) CA/CAO from a) on logarithmic scale.
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2.3.2 System

From the previous section which is the mathematical model for the open loop

system, it is the case where the steady-state condition is considered in the reactor

itself. To create the closed loop system from the open loop system developed earlier,

one can use the value of the reaction rate constant, K" connecting these two systems.

The illustration demonstrates in Figure 2.7.

Assumptions:

1. The concentration, CA", within the system boundary 1 is constant.

No reaction occurs in the control volume 1.

2. The concentration at the reactor inlet does not change substantially as it passes

through the reactor. Therefore, it can be considered to being a quasi-steady state.

2.3.2.1 Mathematical Model

System Boundary 1:

FCA '-FCA "= v
dCA

dt

dC
F(CA'CA")=V A Eq.(2.63)

dt

The initial conditions are:

Aff flfl" (I
ru. - '-', '-A

f f (1
L - L '-A '-A



p-channel Reactor c (L,y,t)wfh Pl/1 ('2l,ci Control

Figure 2.7: Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus and the model set-up for the closed ioop system.
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System Boundary 2: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

VavCCABW VaveCABW =0

Substitute r = WLK'CA2 / S and dS = Sdz / L

,, ,
z=L WLK CA2

I y=B SdZ
= 0BWVaveCA CA 1 $ S L

From r = yfB and = zIB

,,

BWVave(CA CA )- $BWKCA2I id = 0

Divide by BW throughout the equation

,, ,

Vave(CA CA )- $K:CA2 I=I *d=O

'F

Substitute CA2 0 * '
2 'A

F." =UB
1_ CA $K,02 *d =0aye1

( CA )

I- '\
FCA

=UB
KTM

i-----H- $
1.' CA ) c=o ave
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Substitute °2 = exp( f3 (ii),

1CA' ' K ç=UB 2N

1_ $ Bexp(-13 *d=O
(\ CA ) ave Ø n=1

C K' 2N =UB

--=1 --BX(ii)I1 fexp(_j3)Kcg
CA Vave ni

C'__=_ r 1BX(ii)I1
ave n=I

C' KM2N
i-- = 1+BflXfl)l [_[ex[_ /3 Eq.(2.64)C" VA avefll B) )

Substituting CA' of Eq.(2.64) into CA' of Eq.(2.63),

[( K#2N dC
-CA ]=

dt[( Vave

F,

1=t CA=CA

!.Idt=
5

dCA

V K#2N
=° CACAO i_!_Iexp('_ L "

ave
snH_1JICA

FFICA

t =
F 1

inCAf
V I_L(ex[_ 13 -]_iJ]

GAO

Vave n1 L l3
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'

F 1 (CA't= ml!
V [._[ex[_n L)1J] C0

J

Vave n1

in CA K' 2N
[/31 [[ L F

[ '1
C

I-i lI-t
A0 ave n=1 B) )]V

L'\ '1F"(K' 2N
1 II-t I Eq.(2.65)CA = GAO exp1 [_[ex[_

13-J_ )
ave n1

2.3.2.2 Comnarison Gravhs

CdCAO

0

0
Region I

0

0

Pe=1 0

Da=1

Kw=1 E-5 rn/s

L=2 mm.

Region 3

0.0 ---------------------- 1
z(m)

-0.0005 0.0000 0.0005 0.0010 0.0015 0.0020 0.0025 0.0030

=O.O 11=0.5 ri=1.O

Figure 2.8: CA/CAO vs. Z for different location obtained from the model simulation.
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0.010

0.008

\ N Pe=10

0.006

\.
N.N Da=0.1

S
K" 1 E-5 rn/s

\ L=2rnrn.

0004

0.002

0.000 Time (sec)

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000

6.67E-1 1 rn3/s ---- 3.33E-9 rn3/s 1 .67E-8 rn3/s 3.33E-8 rn3/s - - - - 6.67E-8 rn;

Figure 2.9: Graph of concentration vs. time for different flow rates obtained from the
model simulation.

2.3.2.3 System Modification

Model #2: 2 Reactors In Series

Control Control
Volume 2 Volume 3

AA -------------------- A i ----------------- CA"

[rif LEI1-:---- c' RACTOR Control

LJ<
Figure: 2.10: Schematic diagram of 2 reactors in series.

System Boundary 1:

dC'
FCA" FCA'=V A

dt



Eq.(2.66)
F(CA'I'_CA ) dt

The initial conditions are:

At t =0, CA' = CÁO

,_' , I-,tt,A A

System Boundary 2: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

s=s

VaveCA'BWV " "BW dS=0ave ' A

S0 y=B

Substitute r = WLKCA2 / S and dS = Sdz / L

, F'\ z=LWLK"C21 SdZ
BWVavCA CA I I = 0

S L

From i = yfB and = zIB

,

BWVave('CA CA i- IBWKCA2I id = 0
) =o

Divide by BW throughout the equation

VaveI,

,, =UB

CA CA )- JKCA2 I= *=

,

Substitute CA2 = U *2 'A'

vave[1

CA I 5K02
'71=1

* d =0
CA) '=o
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I =UB K"A IWg
I
i-1- =0

(. C,,
)

c= ave

Substitute 02 = exp( $,)X(ii),

( F,
if =UB 2N

[1_H_ $
ave =o n=1

F,

CA K" 2N

---1
CA ave n1

F,

1 =LIB1CA = 1 [_j-exp(_ /i)i= jVave n1

F,

CA K" 2N

1 + (ii) [_[ex[_ $ 1' Eq.(2.67)
CA ave n=1 B) )]

System Boundary 3: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

VaveCABW VaveCA "BW =0

Substitute r = WLKA"CA2 / S and dS = Sdz / L

F,
z=LWLK'CJ SdZØ

BWVavICA CA") $
) S L



From i = yIB and = zJB

=LIB

BWVave(CA CA") JBWK C2j 1d = 0

Divide byBW throughout the equation

=UB

Vave(CA CA
)

JKCA2 I * d =0

,,

Substitute C = ) * ('
A2 "2 'A '

C =UB
A

JKW'02 171=1 * d = 0avel F,

1\ CA)

C =UBKIF
A

S --0 171=1 *d =0"
I

CA
)

Lr=O ave

Substitute 02 = exp( J3)x ('i)'

C ""\ K =UB2N

C"
"

J_ i- 5
*dO

rO n=1

C " K# 2N ç=UB
A --BX(ii)I71..1 5exp($)gI,"

Vave nr1

A"
1 -BXii)I711 [__exP_$n)I1B]

C"A Vave n1

C " K' 2N

CA,, = 1 + 11)I711 [_1ex1_ /3 iii Eq.(2.68)
A avefll B)

)j



In summary,

F(CA"CA')=V
dCA'

Eq.(2.66)
dt

C " K' 2N
-a-- = [._[ex[_ f3 .J_i]] =R1 Eq.(2.67)1''

C " K' 2N
A = [j1_[exp_

,, Eq.(2.68)1'"

Substituting CA" of Eq.(2.68) and CA" of lEq.(2.67) into CA" of Eq.(2.66)

Ar'
F(CA"[Rc2]CA')=V "'-A

dt

F(CA'[RSIIRS2}CA')=V
dCA'

-. t=t CA=CA
dCA'Idt=

,f ([RIR2]-1A'vJ
CA CAO

F 1 CA't= in
V ([R51IR2]-1) CA0

F1]t I Eq.(2.69)CA'=CAoexpI[RSJRS2 V )



Model #3: N Reactors In Series

Control Control Control Control Control
Volume 2 Volume 3 Volume 4 Volume 5 Volume n

r
REACTOR REACTOR

J--I
REACTOR REACTOR . . . . . REACTOR

j

I 1 - I
I I I -- I I I --------- I Control

Volume I

Figure 2.11: Schematic diagram of N reactors in series.

System Boundary 1:

dC
FCA° FCA' = A

dt

F(CA_CA(1))=V Eq.(2.70)

The initial conditions are:

At t =0, CA = CÁO

C (1)tt, A A

System Boundary 2: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

s=s

VaveCA'BW VaveCA2BW frA"] dS = 0
S=O )'B

Substitute r = WLKCA2 I S and dS = Sdz I L



=LIB

BWV(CA' _CA(2))_ JBWK wCA21 d = 0
I71=i

Fromll = yfB and i = zJB

BWV (c c (2))_
JBWK C2J id = 0ave A A

Divide by BW throughout the equation

=UB

Vave(CA(1)_CA(2))_ JKC IA2 i=1

'F

Substitute CA2 0 *
2 'A

IC
(2)

V iA
ave (1)

JKWMO2
'71=1

* = 0

A ) =O

( c (2)\ c=UBKN
A

(1) $
I

*j =0
A ) =O ave

Substitute 02 = 8fl exp( /3)x(ii),

C (2fl K =UB2N
Ii_ A

C .1.

*d=O
n=1A ave

=UB
C2A =1 fexp(Pcg

Vave n1

C2A
1 BX ()i [__exp(_ $)i]

C
(1)

VaveA



,-. (2) K' 2N
A 1+--_!--BX(,7)ç,.1 [_[exP_13 =R1 Eq.(2.68)(1)

Vave
'

B J )j

System Boundary 3: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

KN2N
A =1 + ---BX (ii)I [j_[exP[_ f3

J_
iJ] = R2 Eq.(2.69)

vave n=1

System Boundary 4: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

KN2N
A = i+--V B x (ii)i [-_[ex[_n ..]_i]] =R3 Eq.(2.70)

c3A ave n=I

System Boundary n: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

Ac
()

1+BX(ii)I1 ex[ /3 =R1 Eq.(2.71)
A avefll [ [ B)

)j
v

From Eq.(2.67)

- cA)= v
dCA

dt

dC
F(CA'[RSfl_I
J C) V A

dt

dCF(cA(1)[R *0 *R * R 1C ')=v A
1 s3 ........... sn-I A

dt

t=t C=C
dC

(1)

dt =

A'CAO
({R5 * * *

A

Rsn 1 1AV R52 R53 .........:=0 C

Eq.(2.67)



F 1 LAt= in
v (R * D * D * .R)-1 CA0sI "s2

F1(1)

= C exP[-tRsi *R * R * )- 1}t
I

A A0 s2 s3 V j

Model #4: 2 Reactors In Parallel

r-1 CA'

Control

Volume 2

Ff2 r

REACTOR

[LEEEIH

F L.___)- F

Figure 2.12: Schematic diagram of 2 reactors in parallel.

System Boundary 1:

FCA' _FCA?=VdCA
dt

F(CA"CA')=V
dCA'

dt

The initial conditions are:

A (\ ('j-it t = U, 'A

I-I I-itt,LA A

/1

Eq.(2.72)

Control

Volume 1

Eq.(2.73)



System Boundary 2: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

VVeCA BW dS =0
5=0 y=B

Substitute r = WLK'CA2 IS and dS = Sdz/L

,
'F z=LWLK"CI SdZ

BWVave(CA CA ) 5 S
0

z=0
L

Fromij = yIB and = z/B

,

BWVave(CA CA S')- $BWK: CA2I 1d =0
) '=0

Divide by BW throughout the equation

VVe(F

FF =UB

CA CA ) 5KCA2 I= * d = 0
c=0

Substitute CA2 = 62 * CA',

veI1

CA
=UB

JKW'62 I * d =0
CA

I FF\
=UB

[i_J_
$

I= *dç =0
CA =0 ave

Substitute 62 = B,, exp( )x,,



IC K =UB 2N

]
$

*do
rrO n=1

C " K 2N =UB

$exp(_$c)g
CA' ave n=1

--C [__exP(_ $)i:]C' VaveA

C " K' 2N

a--- = [_[ex[_ Eq.(2.74)
CA' ave n=1

Substituting CA" of Eq.(2.74) into CA" of Eq.(2.73)

2F(CA'RP _CA)=VCA
dt

2F(CA'RP CA)V
dt

r=t CA =CA
dCA'Idt=

,JvJ
1=0 CA CAO

(R2 12A

2F 1 C't= 1n---
V (Rn, -.-i) CA0

2FR 1]t I Eq.(2.75)CA'=CAOexpI[ P2

)



Model #5: N Reactors In Parallel

FIN
REACTOR I

REACTOR Control

I- -I Volume 2
REACTOR I

CA'
_//J

CA" [- ____________________ I REACTOR I ________________________-
Control

Volume 1

F/Ni-
:IREACT0RI:

-I
I REACTOR I
I I

Figure2.13: Schematic diagram of N reactors in parallel.

System Boundary 1:

FCA"FCA'=V'

F(CA"-CA')= v

dCA'
Eq.(2.76)

dt

The initial conditions are:

At t =0, CA' = CAO

t=t,CA' =CA'
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System Boundary 2: (Using the quasi-steady state assumption)

VOveCABW VaveCA BW S?Sr#j dS = o

s=o

Substitute r = WLKCA2 IS and dS = Sdz/L

, ,, z=L
WLKW' CA2

I )'B SdZBWVCA CA
i $

0
S L

From i = yfB and = zIB

,

BWV(CA CA )- $BWKCA2I id = 0
) =o

Divide by BW throughout the equation

,, =UB

VaveCA CA ) JK:CA2 * d =0

F

Substitute C = ) * 1'
A2 "2 'A'

/
c=UB

V 1_ CA I_ fKo2 I= * d =0aye!

CA) '=o

/ F,\

CA
ç=UB

KTM

I
=0

CA CO ave

Substitute 02 = exp( /3)x(ii),
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C "" K =UB2N

I $
*d=O

A ) ave Ø n=1

C K' 2N =UB

---=1 $exp(_$)Icd
A ave n=1

C,,
-i--- =1 -VBX(i1)I1
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Substituting CA" of Eq.(2.77) into CA" of Eq.(2.76)
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A
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dC'
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.-, t=t CA =CA
dCA'
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t=O CA =CAo

(RPN

F 1 C't= 1n----
V (RPN i) CAO

R 1]t Eq.(2.78)CA'= CAO exP[[
PN
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES

3.1 Equipment

3.1.1 Spinning Disk-Coating Bath

In electroless-plating, an aqueous solution containing a chemical compound of

the metal (Pd) to be deposited was used. A solution of 1 mM PdC12 (59% of Pd) and

0.1 M HCI was prepared and used as the plating solution throughout all experiments.

The two iron plates (substrates) were initially attached to a polypropylene mounting-

disk and, therefore, only one side of the iron plate is exposed for Pd deposition. They

were then immersed in the aqueous solution of PdCl2 inside, a disk-coating bath and

spun at a constant rate of 300 RPM. The rate of rotation of the disk was controlled by

a Servodyne Mixer Motor and Controller. To be certain that palladium was deposited

on the iron surface, the electroless metal deposition was continued until the dark

orange solution of PdCl2 turned colorless. Additionally, the absorbances of PdCl2

solution before and after use were also measured and compared to a calibration curve

of PdCl2 solution as shown in Appendix D.

The plating of Pd was always performed under exactly the same conditions to

ensure the deposition of the same amount of Pd and to ensure the same quality of the

Pd surface ("a") is deposited on each substrate plate. The amount of Pd catalyst can

be calculated as follows:

L.1nassPd = (CPd initial C V * MWPd final ) plating bath Pd



3.1.2 Chemical Kinetic Apparatus

A pair of palladized iron plates attached to polypropylene disks was used in the

microreactor, which is housed in a stainless steel casing, to dechlorinate p-

chiorophenol to phenol. The determination of the reaction rate constant, K" [mis] for

the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol in a variety of the experimental conditions was

obtained. An exploded view of the microreactor itself is shown in Figure 3.1. The

thickness of the catalyst layer approximately 50 jim on each side of the iron substrate

was assumed. The space between the pair of palladized iron plates in the microreactor

can be varied in the range up to 200 p.m with a design-state uncertainty (UB) of ± 1.02

p.m (0.2 mm ± 0.00 1 mm). The reaction system is composed of a 250 ml flask

containing 200 ml of a well-mixed p-chlorophenol on a magnetic stir plate, a positive-

displacement pump, a pH controller and probe, a HCI supply for pH control, a N2

supply line for deoxygenating the reaction solution, a H2 gas supply line added to the

feed solution for bubbling H2 experiment only, and the microreactor. Figure 3.2

shows a schematic arrangement of the experimental apparatus and measuring (HPLC)

system.
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including their solubility in water, volatility, density, molecular weight, boiling point,

and melting point, are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Physical Properties of p-Chlorophenol and Phenol

p-Chlorophenol Phenol

Chemical Formula 4-C1C6H4OH C6H60
Molecular Weight (glmol) 128.56 94.11
Boiling Point (°C) at 1 atm 219.75 182
Melting Point (°C) at 1 atm 43.2-43.7 43
Flash Point (°C) 121.1 79
Specific Gravity 1.2 1.0576
Relative Vapor Density (air = 1): 4.44
Vapor Pressure (atm) at 20 °C 2.6*10-4

Octanollwater Partition Coefficient (Log K) 2.39 1.46
Solubility in Water (ppm) 1000 1500

3.2.2 Chemicals

The mild steel used as the plating substrate for the Pd catalyst had an available

surface approximately of 27 ± 0.0002 mm (W) x 70 ± 0.001 mm (L) (1893 mm2 ±

2.60x105 mm2) Palladium (H) Chloride in red-brown powder form (MW=177.33, 59

% Pd), obtained from Acros Organics, New Jersey was dissolved in deionized water

and used as the plating solution. Both the Acetic Acid (used as one of the components

for the mobile phase in HPLC) and the Hydrochloric acid (used as the pH control for

p-chlorophenol) were both obtained from Fisher Scientific, Mallinckrodt, Paris,

Kentucky.
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3.1.3 High-Pressure Liquid Chromatography

High-pressure liquid chromatography instrument (HPLC) shown in Figure 3.3

was used to determine the concentrations of p-chlorophenol and phenol in the reaction

mixture. The HPLC contains a pump to deliver the interactive mobile phase to the

column at the flow rate of 1.0 mI/mm and up to 3000 psi, a 20 p.! sample loop, a LC-8

column from Supelco with reverse phase silica gel packing, and a HP variable UV

detector set to the wavelength of 280 nm. The mobile phase used in the HPLC

consists of 60 % acetic-acid methanol solution (1 % acetic acid, 99 % HPLC grade

methanol) and 40 % acetic- acid deionized water solution (1 % acetic acid, 99 %

deionized water).

Figure 3.3: HPLC system.

3.1.4 Scanning Electron Microscope

An Amray 3300FE scanning electron microscope (SEM) was used to produce

the micrographs of the Pd/Fe catalyst surface. SEM picture of the Pd/Fe catalyst



surface shows the Fe base as the black area and the Pd coated on the Fe as the lighter

color as shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: SEM picture of a Pd/Fe catalyst surface.

3.2 Materials

3.2.1 p-Chlorophenol and Phenol

The p-chlorophenol was obtained in colorless crystals (purity: 99+%) from

Aldrich Chemical Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin and the 1000 ppm phenol

standard solution (purity: 98.5%) was obtained from Fisher Scientific, Lab Chem Inc.,

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The physical properties of the p-chlorophenol and phenol



including their solubility in water, volatility, density, molecular weight, boiling point,

and melting point, are listed in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Physical Properties of p-Chlorophenol and Phenol

p-Chlorophenol Phenol

Chemical Formula 4-C1C6H4OH C6H60
Molecular Weight (g/mol) 128.56 94.11
Boiling Point (°C) at 1 atm 219.75 182
Melting Point (°C) at 1 atm 43.2-43.7 43
Flash Point (°C) 121.1 79
Specific Gravity 1.2 1.0576
Relative Vapor Density (air = 1): 444
Vapor Pressure (atm) at 20 °C 2.6* iO4

Octanol/water Partition Coefficient (Log K) 2.39 1.46
Solubility in Water (ppm) 1000 1500

3.2.2 Chemicals

The mild steel used as the plating substrate for the Pd catalyst had an available

surface approximately of 27 ± 0.0002 mm (W) x 70 ± 0.001 mm (L) (1893 mm2 ±

2.60x105 mm2). Palladium (II) Chloride in red-brown powder form (MW= 177.33, 59

% Pd), obtained from Acros Organics, New Jersey was dissolved in deionized water

and used as the plating solution. Both the Acetic Acid (used as one of the components

for the mobile phase in HPLC) and the Hydrochloric acid (used as the pH control for

p-chlorophenol) were both obtained from Fisher Scientific, Mallinckrodt, Paris,

Kentucky.
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3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Electroless Catalyst Deposition

The iron plates were immersed in 1 M HC1 for 5 minutes to remove any

foreign metals that may have been picked up during mechanical preparation and to

remove surface oxide layers prior to palladization. After the HC1 treatment, the iron

plates are thoroughly rinsed in distilled water. To deposit approximately 10 mg of

palladium on each iron plate, the 200 ml aqueous solution of 1 mM PdCl2 was

prepared and thoroughly mixed for the electroless catalyst deposition. The iron plates

attached to a polypropylene mounting-disk were then placed in the electroless-plating

bath. The rate of rotation of the disk was controlled with a Servodyne Mixer Motor

and Controller and set at a constant rate of 300 RPM to ensure deposition across the

plates. Figure 3.5 shows the apparatus for electroless catalyst deposition of Pd on a Fe

surface.

Figure 3.5: Electroless catalyst deposition of a Pd/Fe catalyst.
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The electroless metal deposition must be accomplished by a chemical process,

which is based on the principle of electron transfer between two metals. The less

noble metal (Fe) is dissolved as an electron donor, yielding its valence electrons. The

more noble metal ion (Pd2), which is in solution, acts as an electron acceptor and is

reduced to the metal Pd on the Fe surface. The electroless deposition of palladized

iron proceeds in accordance with the overall equation:

Pd2 + Fe° Pd° + Fe2

The electroless catalyst deposition is considered complete within 15 minutes or

when the dark orange solution of PdCl2 turns colorless. Once complete, the palladized

iron plates were rinsed with distilled water and kept for later use without drying.

3.3.2 Dechlorination ofp-Chlorophenol

A 200 ml of 100 ppm p-chlorophenol solution was prepared and used as the

starting reaction mixture in this study. The steady-state experimental apparatus is

shown in Figure 3.6. All tubings are made of PTFE materials and Nylon for all

fittings. The reactor experiments were conducted as follows: the feed container (1)

was filled with 200 ml of 100 ppm p-chlorophenol solution and was sparged for 5

mins with pure N2 gas to remove dissolved 02. HC1 was added to maintain the pH of

the solution at 5.3. Note that H2 gas was bubbled in the feed solution (1) for the

bubbling H2 experiment only. The positive-displacement pump (2) drives the reaction

mixture through the microreactor in downstream configuration and flow range from

0.10 to 1.0 mI/mm ± 0.002 mI/mm (uncertainty in flow rate, UF). The reactor was first
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3.3.3 Determination ofp-Chlorophenol and Phenol

To analyze the p-chlorophenol and phenol concentrations, HPLC was used in

this study. A series of both p-chlorophenol and phenol solutions at concentrations of

10, 50, 100, 200, and 300 ppm were prepared in distilled water and thoroughly mixed.

These solutions, each 30 j.tL, were individually injected into the 20 j.LL sample ioop.

Two peaks, p-chlorophenol and phenol, were eluted from the silica gel column within

the HPLC at different retention times (tR) and detected by their absorption of 280 nm

UV light. Figure 3.7 shows chromatograms of p-chlorophenol and phenol with a flat

baseline and their well-separated peaks.

0.20 Retention time (tR)

1

tR3.7 mm

E 0.15

c.l

Peak
0.10

height
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I tR2.S mmo i
0.05 Injection

A Baseline
.1. II

0.00 I
I I I

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50

Elution Time [minutes]

Figure 3.7: Chromatograms of p-chlorophenol and phenol.

The first peak is for phenol with the retention time of 2.5 minutes and the

second peak is for p-chlorophenol with the retention time of 3.7 minutes at this

operating condition of HPLC. The selectivity of p-chlorophenol and phenol in HPLC
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is evaluated by the ratio of the retention times (tR) of those two compounds, which is

of 1.48 in this case. The desirable ratio of the retention times is 1.2 or larger. The

analog signal (the voltage output) from the absorbance cell in the UV detector was

delivered to Visual Designer, a software package used for data acquisition. The

calibration curves of both the p-chlorophenol and phenol solutions for absorbance vs.

concentration (ppm) were obtained (Appendix C) and used in determining the

concentrations of p-chlorophenol and phenol in the reaction mixture later.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENT

In the development of the mathematical model in Chapter 2, the laminar flow

condition in which the velocity has typical parabolic profile is applied in the modeling

of the reactor. The flow condition (turbulent or laminar flow) is typically defined by

the magnitude of the Reynolds number, Re, which must be less than a specific number

for the model to be applicable in this study. The Reynolds number was calculated for

each experiment to ensure laminar flow occurred in the reactor. The results of these

calculations are shown in Appendix F.

In addition, since the model of the reactor itself represents a steady-state

system the experiment must be conducted under the steady-state condition, in which

the single-pass conversion of the p-chlorophenol is measured. The effect of catalyst

deactivation is neglected and the volume of the system is also assumed to remain

constant in this experiment.

The microreactor consists of two-parallel iron plates coated with a Pd catalyst.

The red-brown palladium layer approximately 50 .tm thick was deposited on the iron

substrate plates via the electroless catalyst deposition as described in section 3.3.1.

The space between the plates (maximum of 200 pm ± 1.02 jim) acts as a flow channel

for the feed solution. The reactor contains 20 mg of Pd catalyst total (10 mg per side)

on the iron substrate plates.
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HC1 acid was added to the feed solution of the system to keep the pH at 5.3,

preventing the formation of hydroxide layers, which would cause the catalyst to

deactivate on the Pd/Fe surface. Samples were collected for HPLC analysis to

determine the reaction mixture concentration of p-chlorophenol and phenol at the

desired time intervals. The mobile phase used for the HPLC analysis consists of60:40

MeOH:H20 solvent mixture (1% acetic-acid and 99% methanol for MEOH, 1%

acetic-acid and 99% deionized water for H20).

4.1 Dechlorination ofp-Chlorophenol on an Iron Substrate

To ensure that the palladized iron catalyst was indeed necessary for the

dechlorination reaction of p-chlorophenol in the reactor system, a pure iron substrate

was used in the microreactor. The experimental data is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Overall mass balance on the dechlorination reaction without catalyst.
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The moles of p-.chlorophenol (R-CI) and phenol (R-H) along with the total

moles were graphed together as a function of time for the mass balance checking.

Only phenol was found as a reaction product. From graph in Figure 4.1 it was shown

that no apparent decrease in the concentration of p-chlorophenol and no apparent

formation of phenol were observed in the reaction system.

Measurement errors bringing on an experimental uncertainty in the correctness

of the value resulting from the measurement must be identified and their probable

effect on the result must be estimated. CA/CA0 is a measured term used throughout the

study to represent the experimental results. Therefore, the uncertainty ofCA/CAO, UR,

must be determined by using Kiine-McClintock second power law (approximately of

9%) as graphically shown in Figure 4.2 to give some confidence to the measured

value. More details are given in Appendix H.

4.2 Dechlorination ofp-Chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe Catalyst at Different Flow Rates

The effect of the flow rate on reaction and deactivation was observed using

three different flow rates of 0.10, 0.15, and 0.63 mI/mm as shown in Figures 4.2 to

4.4. From these experimental observations it can be seen that the lowest flow rate of

0.10 mI/mm causes an increased dechlorination rate due to a longer contact time with

the catalyst at the reactor walls. A decline in catalyst activity is also observed after 10

hours of reaction, with p-chlorophenol conversion dropping from 20% to 12% as

shown in Figure 4.2. No apparent sign of catalyst deactivation is observed for the



experiments at the flow rate of 0.15 mi/mm and 0.63 mI/mm as shown in Figure 4.3

and Figure 4.4, respectively.
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Figure 4.2: Dechlorination reaction on a Pd/Fe catalyst at 0.10 mllmin with
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Figure 4.4: Dechlorination reaction on a Pd/Fe catalyst at 0.63 mI/mm.

4.3 Dechlorination of p-Chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe Catalyst with Bubbling H2

It is known that for a heterogeneous reaction, the reaction rate can be given

by the following general rate equation

r=K#CACH*
[

mol

].s

The disappearance of the chlorinated compound, A, depends on the concentration of A

and on the concentration of the intermediate reactive hydrogen, H*.

As discussed by Graham and Jovanovic (1998), the chemical reactions of

the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol consist of three separate reactions: dissociation

reactions, hydrogen reactions, and the actual chlorine removal reaction. The H* in the
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reaction rate expression can be formed from hydrogen ions, H, represented by:

Pd

2H+ 2e * 2H* (5)

However, another possible surface reaction that can form the H*, which will

be used in the actual chlorine removal step and involved in the reaction rate expression

is given as:

Pd

H2 (g)-3 2H* (8)

Therefore, it is quite obvious that by bubbling H2 gas in the system, theoretically, the

reaction rate will be increased since the concentration of H* corporated into the rate

expression will be increased even if the solution pH is kept constant at pH = 5.3.

The experimental results for bubbling H2 gas during the reaction process are

graphed in Figure 4.5. Figure 4.6 compares the experimental observations at the flow

rate of 0.10 ml/min between the runs without bubbling H2 (Figure 4.2) and with the

runs with bubbling H2 (Figure 4.5). The graph in Figure 4.6, demonstrates that there is

no significant difference between the conversions of p-chlorophenol during the

reaction between two runs. Consequently, one can conclude that when H2 gas is

introduced in the constant pH system, the dechlorination reaction consists of two

processes. The first is to generate H* from H for surface reactions when in contact

with Pd on the Pd/Fe catalyst resulting in an increase in the reaction rate. The second

is also to generate H* causing an increase in the reaction rate but H* are from H2 (g)

introduced into the reaction system and dissolved into the liquid form H2 (1).
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However, the later reaction proceeds slowly when compared to the former reaction

due to no significant change when H2 gas introduced in the system observed.
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4.4 Dechlorination of p-Chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe Catalyst at B=O.05 mm. and
B=O.1 mm.

Further investigation into the effect of the half-width (B) was conducted.

Experiments with the half-width of 0.1 mm and 0.05 mm were performed at the flow

rate of 0.1 mi/mm with all other conditions being identical. In theory, decreasing the

half-width of the reactor results in both an increase in the velocity of the fluid passing

through the reactor and a decrease in diffusion path in the vertical direction (y),

leading to greater diffusion. Figure 4.7 shows that when the half-width of the reactor

was reduced in half, no apparent change in the dechlorination rate between the two

runs was observed. This lack of reaction rate increase can be explained by the Thiele

Modulus, M1, which governs the reaction process.
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In the case where MT < 0.4, the reaction is very slow compared to the

diffusion process taking place. In other words, diffusion is very fast under these

conditions with no resistance in the diffusion layer. For the cases being studied both

half-widths (B=0.05 mm and B=0.1 mm) have M1 values much less than 0.4.

Therefore, the reactor is in the reaction-limited regime for all experiments conducted.

4.5 Dechlorination ofp-Chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe Catalyst at T=40°C

Temperature plays an important role in a number of different chemical

reactions. Investigation into the temperature effect on the dechlorination of p-

chiorophenol and deactivation of the Pd/Fe catalyst yields some interesting

observations. Several experiment runs were conducted at the temperatures of 40°C,

60°C, and 80°C under the same flow rate of 0.15 ml/min. The temperatures of both

the inlet line and the reactor itself were raised by heating water and kept constant

during the experiments. At the high temperatures of 60°C and 80°C the experimental

data show that the concentration of p-chlorophenol during the reaction process

dramatically decreased. However, it was later found that some Pd catalyst had flaked

off and come out with the reaction solution, which was used for HPLC analysis.

Therefore, only the run at T=40°C (shown in Figure 4.8) was used to study the effect

of the temperature on reaction and deactivation on the Pd/Fe catalyst.

From the graph in Figure 4.8 shows the run at T=40°C, with all other

conditions being unchanged. A change in temperature from 20°C to 40°C leads to a
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dramatic decrease in the concentration of p-chlorophenol in the first hour but the

catalyst began showing some deactivation soon afterwards. However, after 10 hours

of reaction time the concentration of p-chlorophenol stabilized. The calculations for

the reaction rate constant were based on the stabilized conversion values of p-

chiorophenol.
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Figure 4.8: Dechlorination reaction on a Pd/Fe catalyst at T=40°C and 0.15 mi/mm.
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CHAPTER 5
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Results ofp-Chlorophenol Dechlorination on a Pd/Fe Catalyst

The mathematical model developed in Chapter 2 was set up to solve

analytically the partial differential equations simultaneously along with the boundary

conditions addressed by Maple software Version 5. The outlet concentrations, CAOUt,

were obtained for a variety of experimental conditions as the output of the

mathematical model developed. K" [mis] of the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol

can be determined when the comparison of the experimental and the theoretical results

is made. Figure 5.1 shows the schematic diagram of the experiment and the model.

An optimization routine (Appendix G) was also implemented to search for K" [mis],

until the objection function, F, as expressed by Equation 5.1 reached a minimum.

F =(C(k,t)modeI _C(t)exptY (5.1)

Sensitivity analysis must also be done to test the robustness of the

mathematical model developed in this study. Two important parameters involving in

modeling are the half-width of the reactor (B) and the reactor length (L). The design-

state uncertainties of those two parameters, which are UB and UL, must be determined.

It was found that a ± 0.001 mm and a ± 0.01 mm in B yields a ± 0.5% and 5.3% in

K" [mis], respectively whereas no significant effect in K" for changing L.
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Figure 5.1: Experimetal apparatus and the model set-up for dechlorination of
p-chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe catalyst.

5.1.1 Results ofp-chlorophenol Dechlorination at Different Flow Rates

As seen in Figure 5.2, decreasing the flow rate results in an increase in the

conversion of p-chlorophenol to phenol from 4% to 20% as a result of the contact time

with the Pd/Fe catalyst at the reactor walls increased.

To determine K" [mis] for each flow rate, the comparison of the modeling

results and the experiment observations along with the optimization routine were

made. The corresponding results are shown in Appendix G (Figure G. 1 to Figure

G.3).
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Figure 5.2: Dechlorination of p-chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe catalyst at different
flow rates.

5.1.2 Results ofp-Chlorophenol Dechlorination with Bubbling H2

As presented in the reaction rate expression, the rate of dechlorination of p-

chiorophenol is proportional to both the concentration of intermediate reactive

hydrogen (H*) and of p-chlorophenol. Hydrogen ions (H) come from the feed

solution, and form H* (5) when in contact with Pd, but revert to hydrogen gas (H2)

when in contact with the Fe substrate (4). H2 in contact with palladium (8) can also

produce H*, which is used in the chlorine removal reaction. All chemical reactions are

represented by:

Fe

2H+2eH2(g) (4)

Pd

2H+ 2& > 2H* (5)
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Pd

H2 (g) 2H* (8)

Therefore, one can conclude that introducing H2 gas in the reaction system, dissolving

into the solution, H2 (1) can cause an increase in the reaction rate of dechlorination of

p-chlorophenol as well.

The experimental data in Figure 5.3 for bubbling H2 gas in the feed solution

indicates that only small differences in the concentration of p-chlorophenol were

observed when compared with the run without bubbling H2 at the very same flow rate

of 0.10 mI/mm, other conditions being unchanged.
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Figure 5.3: Effect of bubbling H2 on dechlorination of p-chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe
catalyst at 0.10 mi/mm.
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As a result, one can conclude that the H2 (g) introduced in the reaction

mixture and dissolved into the liquid form, H2 (1), can also produce the H* for the

surface reactions (8). However, this reaction is fairly slow compared to the reaction of

H converting to H*(5). SEM pictures of Pd/Fe surface were taken both before and

after reactions (Figure 5.4 a-b). It is evident from the micrographs shown below that

there was catalyst deactivation developed during the reaction since the after-use

catalyst (b) looks differently from the fresh one (a).

Figure 5.4: Scanning electron micrographs of
a) Freshly prepared Pd/Fe catalyst.
b) Pd/Fe catalyst surface after use.
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Similarly, K" [mis] of dechlorinaiton of p-chlorophenol in the presence of H2

gas in the reaction system can be determined by using the comparison of the modeling

results and the experiment observations along with the optimization routine. The

corresponding results are shown in Appendix G (Figure G.4) and K" is 3.309x107

[mis] for bubbling H2 experiment.

5.1.3 Results ofp-Chlorophenol Dechlorination at B=O.05 mm. and B=O.1 mm.

As noted earlier in Chapter 4, a decrease in the half-width of the reactor (B) is

necessary to reduce the diffusion path, resulting in a decrease in distance that each of

the elements of the fluid contacts the catalyst at the reactor walls, although it may

increase the velocity of the flow passing through the reactor. This did not lead to the

desired results due to the very low reaction rate constant (K") obtained for this

reaction. The parameter used to define whether a reaction is a diffusion-limited or a

reaction-limited process is the Thiele Modulus (MT). Calculation of MT was made to

confirm the results obtained in this study and the results of the calculations were

demonstrated in Appendix F. The changes in conversions of p-chlorophenol at

B=0.05 mm compared to B=0. 1 mm while all other conditions remained identical, are

graphed in Figure 5.5. From graph it was shown that only small difference in

conversions of p-chlorophenol between those two runs is observed which can be

explained according to the calculation ofMT.
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Figure 5.5: Dechlorination of p-chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe catalyst at different Bs at
0.10 mI/mm.

The K" [rn/si of dechlorinaiton of p-chlorophenol at B=0.05 mm can be

determined by using the optimization routine along with the comparison of the

modeling results and experimental observations. The corresponding results are shown

in Appendix G (Figure G.5) with K" equal to 3.260x107 [mis] for this case.

In liquid systems the rate of the reaction depends on surface kinetics, pore

diffusion resistance, and film diffusion resistance as suggested by Levenspiel

(Omnibook, 1989). To examine the mechanism of the reaction process as it occurs in

the reactor, two cases were considered from the simulation results.
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The first case considered was one in which the diffusion process was

dominant in the reactor. A very low reaction rate constant with no pore diffusion

resistance in the diffusion layer in the catalyst falls into this case, in which MT < 0.4

for the single irreversible first order reaction. The second case considered was one in

which the reaction process was dominant. A very high reaction rate constant with

strong pore diffusion resistance at the diffusion layer in the catalyst falls into this case,

in which MT > 4 for the single irreversible first order reaction. The plot of the CA/CÁO

of p-chlorophenol vs. the half-width of the reactor (B) of both cases is graphed in

Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Simulation results obtained for small and large reaction rate constants for
an open ioop system at 0.15 mllmin.

According to the graph in Figure 5.6 at small K" (1.345x109 mis) and at

large K" (1 .076x i0 mis), a larger difference of CA/CÁO can be noticed for the large
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number of K" but not much difference of that for the small reaction rate. One can

conclude that a decrease in half-width (B) results in better performance of the reactor

only if the reaction rate constant is large, which is in the case of the diffusion-limited

process.

The plot of the difference of CA/CAO, A(CA/CAO) of p-chlorophenol for B=O.3

mm and B=O. 1 mm is graphed in Figure 5.7 for all three different K" (small K",

large K" and average K" obtained from the experiments). According to the

reaction rate constant (K" =3 .228x 1 O mis) obtained from the experimental data, it is

clear that the reaction rate is very small compared to the diffusion rate, making this a

reaction-limited process.
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Figure 5.7: A(CA/CAO) for all three K" in an open ioop system obtained from the
model results at 0.15 mI/mm.
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To show this analysis for the closed ioop system, the plot of the

concentration of p-chlorophenol vs. time is graphed in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: Concentration vs. time in a closed loop system obtained from the model
simulation at 0.15 mI/mm.

5.1.4 Results ofp-Chlorophenol Dechlorination at T-40°C

The reaction rate depends on a number of parameters, the most important of

which are the concentration of species, the reaction temperature and the catalytic

activity. The effect of the temperature on the reaction rate is normally stronger than

the effect of the concentration of the reactants in which generally increases nearly

exponentially as temperature increases. The Arrhenius equation given by Eq. (5.2)

normally used to represent the effect of temperature on the reaction rate:
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1nKA =lnAEAIRT

KA = Aexp(E/RT) Eq.(5.2)

where A and EA are Arrhenius parameters and independent of temperature.

The experimental data are shown graphically in Figure 5.9, with

concentration of p-chlorophenol [molIl} plotted against time [minutes]. As is seen in

the first hour of operating time, the conversion of p-chlorophenol substantially

increased from 15% at 20°C to approximately 70% at 40°C. Also, a rapid decline in

catalyst activity is observed during the 10-hour period of the reaction time in a

microreator with p-chlorophenol conversion dropping from 70% to 32%. The

catalyst deactivation may be due to microscale changes in active catalyst sites such as

a loss of hyperactive corner and edge sites, a loss of loosely bound Pd particles, or

apparent loss via adsorption to the catalyst-holder surface.

Similarly, to determine K" of dechlorinaiton of p-chlorophenol at 40°C, the

comparison of the modeling results and the experiment observations along with the

optimization routine must be made. The conversion of p-chlorophenol at very long

period of reaction time, 35%, was used. The corresponding results are shown in

Appendix G (Figure G.6) with K" equals to 7.860x107 [mis]. Doubling the

temperature can cause an increase in K" [mis] from 3.067x107 to 7.860x107 as

shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.9: Dechlorination of p-chlorophenol on a Pd/Fe catalyst at T=40°C and
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Table 5.1: Comparison of K" [mis] Values in a Variety of Experimental
Conditions

Figure Flow Rate H2 Bubbling Half-Width Temp K*1O7

[mi/mini [mm.] 1°C] [mIs]

5.2 0.10 no 0.1 20 3.147

5.2 0.15 no 0.1 20 3.067

5.2 0.63 no 0.1 20 3.228

5.3 0.10 yes 0.1 20 3.309

5.5 0.10 no 0.05 20 3.260

5.9 0.15 no 0.1 40 7.860

5.2 Closed Loop System

An open loop system is a system in which there is no circulation of reactor

effluent (Figure 5.11). A closed loop system is a system with circulation involved

(Figure 5.12). The open loop system is only one-pass run (unsteady-state system); one

therefore can expect the close loop system to be more efficient since a number of

recycle loops are incorporated. All the experiments in this study were conducted with

an open loop system because of two reasons. First, the model of the reactor itself

required the steady-state operation as mentioned in Chapter 2; section 2.3.1.1.

Secondly, the open loop system is a simple straightforward process with less

experimental error. Error arises from not accounting for the solution volume in the
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tubing of the recycle lines as well as the dependence of apparent reactor performance

on sample collection time.

11 Sn fl 01 I2n = rInr

Scale

Figure 5.11: Experimental set-up for an open ioop system.

p-channel Reactor
wjil- i),-I1;o C,fs1,,f

Figure 5.12: Experimental set-up for a closed loop system.
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To convert the open ioop system to the closed ioop system, the only parameter

theoretically related is the reaction rate constant, K" [mis]. The schematic diagram

for the closed loop system shown in Chapter 2; section 2.3.2.1; Figure 2.7 and the

mathematical model developed earlier in Chapter 2; section 2.3.2.1. given in Eq.

(2.65) are used.

Figure 5.13 shows the model results of p-chlorophenol concentrations, CA,

with respect to time for the closed loop system at each flow rate, starting with the

lowest flow rate of 0.1 mI/mm to the highest flow rate of 0.63 mI/mm. At a given

time, the concentration of p-chlorophenol at the high flow rate is dropped faster than

that at the low flow rate since more number of recycle loops is obtained.
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Figure 5.13: Model predictions for a closed loop system.
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5.3 Comparison of Different Reactor Configurations

Sheet lamination techniques involving forming, alignment, and bonding of thin

laminates or sheets, offer the fabrication of a variety of complex geometric structures,

which were difficult to manufacture with more conventional techniques. More

recently, sheet lamination techniques have begun to be applied to the fabrication of

microchannel devices. The application of lamination technology at the micro-scale is

known as microlamination. The microlamination process can be used to fabricate a

dechlorination reactor.

Because of the small reactor volume a high conversion of p-chlorophenol is

not possible in a single pass. One possible method to address this problem is the use

of microlamination technology to build the reactor consisting of hundreds sets of

microchannels. By using groups of microreactors stacked in series or parallel it would

be possible to greatly increase the performance of the system.

The performance of different reactor configurations, such as a single reactor, N

reactors in series, and N reactors in parallel at the same flow rate of 0.15 mI/mm is
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5.3.1 A Single Reactor for a Closed Loop System

For a single reactor with length, L, the expression for the closed loop system is

previously presented in Eq.(2.65) and the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.7.

The graph of p-chlorophenol concentration vs. time is also plotted below.
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Figure 5.14: Model simulation of a single reactor for a closed loop system.

5.3.2 N Reactors in Series for a Closed Loop System

As suggested by Levenspiel (Omnibook, 1989), the reactors in series for the

first order reaction the optimum is to use equal sized reactors while for most other

kinetics the improvement over equal sized system is rarely over 10%. In addition, the

mixing system is added between the reactors in the system to thoroughly mix the

solution before feeding into the next reactors. For N reactors in series (flow rate F and

UN in length each), the expression for the closed ioop system is presented earlier in
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Eq.(2.72) and the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.11. The comparison graph

of p-chlorophenol concentration vs. time for N=1O and N=500 is also plotted in Figure

5.15.
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Figure 5.15: Model simulation of N reactors in series for a closed ioop system.

From graph in Figure 5.15, the model results show that increasing the number

of reactors (from N=1O to N=500) results in a decrease in p-chlorophenol

concentrations faster, starting with the same initial concentration, CAO. Each reactor

(equal length) in these two cases has the same quality of catalyst and the same amount

of catalyst coated at the plate walls. The only difference is the length of the reactor

which is 1110 for N=10 and L/500 for N=500.
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5.3.3 N Reactors in Parallel for a Closed Loop System

Further comparison of different reactor configurations goes into N reactors in

parallel. With the flow rate of FIN and JJN in length of each reactor was considered

in this case. Adding more reactors in parallel into the system results in i) lower flow

rate passing through each reactor ii) shorten the length of the reactor. The expression

for the closed loop system for this reactor configuration is presented previously in

Eq.(2.78) and the schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.13. The comparison graph

of p-chlorophenol concentration vs. time for N=2 and N=20 is also plotted in Figure

5.16. Not much of the difference in p-chlorophenol concentrations is observed when

more reactors are added in parallel to the system.
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Figure 5.16: Model simulation of N reactors in parallel for a closed loop
system.



CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Conclusion
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Dechlorination of p-chlorophenol in a microreactor using a bimetallic Pd/Fe

catalyst system was primarily investigated in this study. The Pd/Fe bimetallic catalyst,

containing approximately 10 mg of Pd, via the electroless deposition of Pd (PdC12

solution) on the iron substrate was obtained and used effectively in this work. The

study established that Pd plays several roles in this process, although the mechanism

of Pd/Fe dechlorination is not completely understood. The extent of the Pd deposited

on this type of surface depends on the nature of these oxide layers and the porosity of

the surface. The dechlorination occurs on the surface of the bimetallic Pd/Fe system.

All the chlorine atoms are replaced by hydrogen atoms, which are in the solution, to

yield phenol.

The two-parallel plate microreactor used in this study is housed in a stainless

steel casing, 6 inches in diameter and 0.75 inches thick, with the distance between the

two plates varying in the range of 200 JIm ±1.02 JIm. The experiments were

conducted at room temperature, 20°C, with the flow rate of 0.10 mllmin to 1.0 ml/min.

Due to oxide layer formation, the pH of the reaction mixture for all runs wasP measured

and lowered to 5.3 along with N2 gas feeding to deoxygenate the reaction mixture at

the beginning of all experiments. Sample solutions were periodically withdrawn for

HPLC analysis to determine the concentrations of the reaction mixture. Only phenol
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was found as a reaction product in dechlorination of p-chlorophenol. The effect of the

flow rate, the effect of bubbling H2 gas in the system, the effect of the half-width of

the reactor, and the effect of temperature on dechlorination reaction and deactivation

were studied in this work.

A longer contact time between the solution and the catalyst at the reactor walls

results in the conversion of p-chlorophenol of 20% for the lowest flow rate, 0.10

mi/mm. When the H2 gas was introduced into the feed solution, the decrease in the p-

chlorophenol concentrations is not significant compared to the experiment without H2.

This is due to the reaction from H2 gas; dissolved into the solution giving H2 (1) is

fairly slow when compared to the other reaction. The decrease in the half-width of the

reactor (B) helps reduce the diffusion path for the element of the solution to be in

contact with the catalyst, accelerating the diffusion process. In return, it increases the

velocity of the flow passing through the reactor, which is the case of high flow rate.

The experimental results demonstrate no apparent difference in the conversion of p-

chiorophenol between the case of B=0. 1 mm and B=0.05 mm. Calculation of the

Thiele Modulus (MT) was used to detennine the chemical kinetic regimes. In this

work, the diffusion process is very fast compared to the reaction process; therefore it is

a reaction-limited process.

All previous experiments were performed at room temperature, 20°C. To see

the effect of temperature on reaction, the experiment at 40°C was conducted to

compare the results. It was found that the conversion of p-chlorophenol dramatically
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increased up to 70% at the early state and tends to drop to 40% at the very long period

of reaction time due to catalyst deactivation. These data confinns that the Pd/Fe

catalyst developed in this study is active in the dechlorination of p-chlorophenol.

Additionally, the mathematical model for a convective diffusion with axial

diffusion and heterogeneous reaction at the coated-catalyst wall along with the

boundary conditions are proposed for a two-parallel plate reactor. An analytical

solution in the series summation form is successfully obtained and presented in this

work. The mathematical model explained the experimental data very well. As a

result, the values of the reaction rate constant, K" [mis] for a variety of experimental

conditions can be determined and are in the order of i0.

When compared to previous values of K' [m3reactot-Ikgcat.s] of the dechlorination

reaction in the literature, it was found that this catalytic reaction proceeds slowly with

K' of 1.1 6x 1 0 [m3reactoi-/kgcat.s]. The rate of reaction, K', presented here is calculated

assuming a relative surface area of 3.6 m2/g. For a granular Pd/Fe catalyst in a batch

system, Wang (1999) reported the value of K' of 6.26x102 [m3reactoi/kgcat.s] and

Graham (1998) reported the value of K' of 2.1 xl02 [m3reactor/kgcat.sI.

In summary, we have shown that complete dechlorinaion of p-chlorophenol

can be achieved in the microreactor by contacting the solution with the simple

bimetallic Pd/Fe catalyst system at ambient temperature. All the measurement errors

such as the half-width of the reactor (B, ±0.0001 mm.), the length of the reactor (L,
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±0.0001 mm.), the flow rate (F, ±0.002 mI/mm), and the relative concentration

(CA/CAO, ±9.00%) were estimated to give some confidence to these measured values.

The model developed in this work was proved to be robust since only 5% of error in

K" was found when some changes of relevant parameter applied. The mathematical

models proposed along with the analytical solution obtained were accurate enough to

predict the concentrations in the microreactor.

6.2 Recommendation

Since the experimental data from the run at temperature of 40°C shows

interesting results, high conversion of p-chlorophenol obtained, one possibility is to

repeat the dechlorination reaction at high temperature. Instead of using the PTFE

tubings, materials made of stainless steel are recommended to use for the high

temperature experiment in the future work. Additionally, the source of heat might be

directly from the oven (the microreactor placed in the oven at all times). In this case

we can control and maintain the temperature at any desired reaction temperature.

Besides focusing on the apparatus materials used and the heat source for the

high temperature experiment applied, it would be beneficial to seek for other possible

catalyst coating method since it was found that the Pd catalyst flakes off as the

temperature was raised to about 60°C. Electrodeposition method of the catalyst using

the external power supply or special treatment of the Fe surface prior to catalyst

coating could be other possible solutions for this issue.
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For the mathematical model developed in this work, the steady-state condition

was assumed for the reactor itself, which is found not a realistic case for the

dechlorination in the microreactor. Catalyst deactivation was observed to occur in all

experiments, especially the high temperature experiment at 40°C. Therefore, the

catalyst deactivation phenomena should be taken into account, making it an unsteady-

state case and the activity term, acat, should be included in the rate expressions as

shown in Eq.(2.12) in Chapter 2.
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APPENDIX A
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR CHLORINATED COMPOUNDS

Chloride has always been present in the natural environment in the sea, the

Earth's crust, and in our bodies. It counts among the 20 most abundant elements on

earth and is bound with other elements to form safe inorganic compounds. Chlorine is

the most commonly bound with sodium in the form of sodium chloride (NaC1),

generally known as common salt. Held together by simple ionic bonds, inorganic Ci

compounds are safe in the environment and essential to life processes. Since

industrialization, however, chlorine is also increasingly occurring in the environment

in a toxic form bound with carbon inorganic compounds.

Pure chlorine (Cl2) is not found naturally except during heavy volcanic

eruptions and is artificially created through chemical processes. Chlorine gas is itself

extremely poisonous, killing plant and animal tissue. It is a considerable threat to

human health and environment wherever it is made, used, transported, or disposed of.

In addition, it is a highly reactive yellow-green gas, which will readily combine with

organic molecules unless isolated. This combination produces a range of dangerous

and highly toxic substances known as organochiorines. They are organic chemicals,

which have one or more chloride atoms attached. Small amounts occur naturally, but

the overwhelming bulk is artificially produced. This may be intentional, for instance

in the production of pesticides and herbicides, or unintentional as in the case of dioxin.
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Pollution of drinking water by toxic substances is a serious subject because our

health will undergo a long-term effect even with very low concentrations of pollutants.

Chlorinated hydrocarbons such as trichioroethylene (TCE) and tetrachioroethylene

(PCE) and their anaerobic degradation products, dichioroethylene (DCE) isomers and

vinyl chloride (VC), are the most widespread pollutants of drinking water and

groundwater contaminants. Chloroform is the major trihalomethane produced in the

disinfecting process of tap water. TCE and PCE have been detected in the

groundwater in many places in the world due to their carcinogen and/or toxin.

Widespread contamination of water supplies with chlorinated solvents and

pesticides has spurred an intense effort to find efficient and cost-effective treatment

methods. Conventional treatment technologies for chlorinated compound removal

include air stripping and granular activated carbon (GAC) treatments which simply

transfer the contaminants from water into another medium (i.e. air or GAC), requiring

the construction of surface treatment facilities and producing secondary waste streams.

In the latter method, the useful lifetime of the activated carbon is significantly limited

in water by its adsorption capacity, and treatment of the used activated carbon is

necessary. A novel method is catalytic destruction of chlorocarbons with steam, which

is cleaner and more cost effective than incineration with air.

Oxidative and thermal processes are expensive and require the use of

expensive chemicals and/or a high-energy input. Biological processes may be

effective, but they require well-controlled growth conditions for the microorganisms
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and, thus, may not always be practical. However, treatment methods that transform

the contaminants into harmless products are preferable since no secondary waste

streams are produced. As a result, new treatment technologies are continually being

sought.

In recent years, a great deal of research and development has shown that

organic waste can be eliminated by means of oxidation in water at elevated

temperature and pressure. The term supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) is used to

refer to oxidation by 02 in aqueous mixtures above the critical temperature of pure

water and near the critical pressure. One paper reported experiments on the oxidative

destruction of chiorocarbons, which were trichioroacetic acid, trichloroethylene, and

1,1,1 -trichloroethane by hydrothermal processing at reasonably high concentrations in

a corrosion-resistant titanium reactor (Foy, 1996). Oxidation reaction conditions were

250-500 °C near 650 bars with reaction times of 30-100 s in a continuous-flow

reactor. Very high conversion of 99.96% for trichloroethylene was achieved at 450 °C

and 60 s.

Reductive dehalogenation by microorganisms may find useful applications for

the removal of many halogenated contaminates in either in situ or aboveground

treatment systems. Unfortunately, products of reductive dehalogenation are often

toxic, and in some cases, may be more harmful to human health than parent

compounds. Therefore, the ability to control the product distribution is critical to the

planning and operation of any new treatment system, whether biotic or abiotic.
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One potentially useful tool for the investigation of reductive dehalogenation in

aqueous systems is electrolysis. A good model compound for the study of reduction

transformations is tetrachloromethane (CT) since it is reducible under conditions that

are not too extreme, and it is known to undergo transformation by a multiplicity of

pathways in microbial and mammalian systems. Both biotic and abiotic

transformations of CT have been briefly outlined and the use of an electrolytic model

system has been demonstrated (Criddle et. al, 1991).

CPs are a major group of pollutants causing environmental concern because of

their toxicity and widespread use. Among the 19 congeners of chlorophenols, 2-

chlorophenol (2-CP), 2,4-dichlorophenol (2,4-DCP), 2,4,6-trichiorophenol (2,4,6-

TCP), and pentachlorophenol (PCP) are listed in the Priority Pollutant List of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (USE PA). Contamination of soils and sediment by

CPs has often been reported. The microbial degradation of CPs has been studied in

the last few years in aerobic and anaerobic conditions. In particular, dechlorination

under anaerobic conditions is becoming of great interest: the dechlorination of CPs in

anaerobic estuarine sediment (Shigeki Masunaga, 1996). Some papers have reported

the study of CPs oxidation by means of hydrogen peroxide (Koyama et al., 1994) or

wet oxidation (Li et. al, 1993), or photocatalytic oxidation (Aalberici and Jardim,

1994).

Much work has recently been done in order to find the required chemical and

electrochemical oxidation conditions to reach one of the following objectives: (i) to
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modify the chemical structure of the organic molecule to make it more biodegradable;

(ii) to partially destroy the molecule to decrease its toxicity; (iii) to completely oxidize

the molecule to CO2, water, and other inorganic products. To investigate the

possibility of using the electrochemical technique effectively in the treatment of waste

water containing chlorophenols, an electrochemical oxidation of 2-chlorophenol and

2,6-dichiorophenol was carried out from aqueous solutions on porous carbon felt

electrodes (Polcaro et. al, 1995, 1996).

One year later, the same authors (1997) continued to identify more precisely

the right operating conditions and to focus on the initial stage of oxidative degradation

in which the cyclic toxic compounds are transformed into aliphatic acids.

Additionally, the electron-transfer oxidation of CPs by uranyl ion in an excited state

a strongly oxidizing species, in aqueous solution was studied (Mohamed

Sarakha, 2000).

About 230,000 tons of Pentachlorophenol (PCP) is utilized each year in the

United States. PCP is a chlorinated insecticide and fungicide primarily used to protect

timber from fungal rot and wood boring insects as a wood preservative. Fungi and

other organisms attack wood, breaking down its cellular structure and weakening the

wood. PCP is persistent in the environment and significantly toxic to mammals,

plants, and many microorganisms. A few bacterial species have now been identified

which combine limited resistance to PCP with the enzymatic capability to dechlorinate

and degrade the compound.
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Dioxins are colorless, odorless organic compounds containing carbon,

hydrogen, oxygen and chlorine and are a group of chemicals known to increase the

likelihood of cancer. Dioxins are the shorthand that refers to a family of

polychlorinated dibezodioxins or PCDDs. Their general structure is that of two

chlorinated benzene rings joined by two oxygens, hence dioxin.

Dioxins are unintended byproducts of natural events such as volcanoes and

forest fires. They are not made intentionally by humans but are usually formed as by-

products in many large-scale chemical processes such as incineration of chlorine-

containing wastes, the release of exhaust emissions, paper and pulp bleaching with

chlorine, and most significantly, the manufacturing of chlorophenol chemicals. This

last process is significant not only because it has brought dioxin its current notoriety,

but also because it is a chemical process used to make products that have been and are

still being in many applications. These products include pesticides, herbicides, and

defoliating agents such as Agent Orange, as well as cleaning agents and electrical

insulation.

Dioxins are ubiquitous in the environment: they are found throughout the

industrialized world in air, water, soil as well as in food. In one of its reports, the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) points out that dioxin levels have decreased

in the United States by 80% since they were first monitored in the 1980s. Today, the

levels people are concerned with are lower, parts-per-trillion (picograms per gram) in
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most samples. Even very small dioxin concentrations can cause negative effects on

human health and on the environment.

Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) are a group of synthetic aromatic

compounds with the general formula C12H10Cl that have been widely used and are

among the most widespread pollutants in the global ecosystem because of their

excellent dielectric properties and their resistance to heat and chemical degradation.

PCBs vary in appearance from mobile, oily liquids to white, crystalline solids

to hard, noncrystalline resins. They have been introduced and dispersed into the

environment, mostly associated with soils and aquatic sediments, via improper

disposal and accidental leaks from transformers, heat exchangers, and hydraulic

systems. The uptake of PCB-contaminated sediments by biota at the water-sediment

interface can introduce PCBs into the food chain and may cause serious health

problems in humans. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to seek effective methods

to remove PCBs from the environment.

At present there are no widely accepted methods for the remediation of water

or soils contaminated with PCBs. However, an incineration is the standard for PCB

destruction, but only where the system can achieve 99.9999 percent destruction and

removal efficiency (DRE). The incineration process treats organic contaminants in

solids and liquids, using high temperatures to volatilize and destroy these compounds.

The incineration of soils containing PCBs at temperatures below 700 °C results in the
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formation of volatile hazardous compounds such as dioxins. Much higher

temperatures are required to completely decompose PCBs without the formation of

hazardous intermediate compounds. Aerobic and anaerobic biodegradation of PCBs

in soil with various types of microorganisms have been successfully accomplished in

laboratory studies but the reactions require months and depend on the ability of the

microorganisms to survive in systems containing the chlorinated organic compounds.

As reported earlier, we can see that the problem of detoxification and disposal

of organic halogen compounds such as TCE, PCE, CPs, and PCBs is of utmost

concern in environmental chemistry today. Therefore, many methods for

detoxification have been suggested, investigated, and applied in practice. For

example, oxidative destruction by high-temperature incineration is very efficient but

leads to the formation of traces of chlorinated dioxins and furans, which are much

more toxic than their precursors. Reductive methods: chemical and photochemical

dechlorination, catalytic dechlorination in both gas and liquid phase are also

applicable but these methods always require extreme experimental conditions, such as

a UV irradiation source or an excess of reagents which creates the need for further

waste disposal at an additional cost.

Table A. 1 compares an in-situ metal-enhanced dechlorination technology to

several other treatment options for water contaminated with chlorinated volatile

organic compounds (VOCs).
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Table A.1: Comparison of Technologies for Treating Chlorinated VOCs in Water

Technology Advantages Disadvantages

Air stripping Effective for high
concentrations; can treat a
wide range of VOCs;
mechanically simple;
relatively inexpensive

Steam stripping

Air stripping with carbon
adsorption of vapors

Effective for all
concentrations and many
types of VOCs

Effective for high
concentrations and many
types of VOCs

Inefficient for low
concentrations; VOCs
discharged to air or require
secondary "polishing"

VOCs discharged to air or
require secondary "polishing';
high energy consumption

Sometimes inefficient for low
concentrations; requires
disposal or regeneration of
spent carbon; relatively
expensive

Carbon adsorption Low air emissions; effective Sometimes inefficient for low
for high concentrations concentrations; requires

disposal or regeneration of
spent carbon; relatively
expensive

Biological treatment Low air emissions; effective Inefficient for high
(ex-situ) inexpensive concentrations; slow rates of

removal; sludge treatment
and disposal required

Biological treatment Relatively inexpensive; Slow rate of treatment
(in-situ) may not require utilities;

can be constructed without
obtrusive surface structures

Chemical oxidation No air emissions: no May not be cost effective for
(in-situ) secondary waste; VOCs high contaminant

destroyed; can be applied concentrations; requires

without obtrusive surface chemicals such as 0, or
structures H202.



Table A.!: (Continued)

Technology Advantages Disadvantages

Metal-enhanced Dechlorinates chlorinated
Dechlorination technology VOCs to less hazardous
(in-situ) substances; generates no

air emissions and no
secondary waste; no
chemicals (such as 03

or H202) required;
operates passively; no
utilities required; in-situ
systems can be constructed
without obtrusive surface
structures

Inability to treat some VOCs;
potential for gradual loss of
hydraulic conductivity and
reactivity of iron; potential for
formation of by-products;
construction requires
displacement and
management of potentially
contaminated subsurface
soils; geologic conditions
may preclude its use at some
sites
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These compounds are PCE; TCE; cDCE; tDCE; 1,1-dichloroethene; VC; TCA;

trichloromethane; 1 ,2-dibromoethane; 1 ,2-dichloropropane; 1,1 -dichloroethane; and

Freon 113. The metal-enhanced dechlorination technology employs an

electrochemical process involving oxidation of granular iron and reductive

dechlorination of VOCs in aqueous media. The performance of the metal-enhanced

dechlorination technology is typically evaluated based on the half-lives of the

compounds that it dechlorinates. The half-life is defined, as the time required

degrading a compound to one-half of its original concentration in the medium being

treated.
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APPENDIX B
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION ON MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Alexander Apelbalt. "Mass Transfer with a Chemical Reaction of the First
Order: Analytical Solutions." The Chemical Engineering Journal, 19 (1980): 19-
37.

The problem of mass transfer coupled with an irreversible chemical reaction of
the first order in various hydrodynamic situations such as in plug flow (flow with
constant velocity), in Couette flow (flow with a constant velocity gradient at the
interface), in Couette flow with a moving interface, and in fully developed boundary
layer flow is investigated. Analytical solutions and asymptotic expressions are
proposed for homogeneous and heterogeneous chemical reactions. Some extensions
for mass transfer in non-Newtonian liquids, or in the case of permeable surfaces, are
also presented.

Alexander Apelbalt. "Mass Transfer with a Chemical Reaction of the First
Order: Effect of Axial Diffusion." The Chemical Engineering Journal, 23 (1982):
193-203.

The role of diffusion in the direction of convective transport, which is usually
neglected in mass and heat transfer problems, is systematically investigated. A
detailed analysis of mass transfer coupled with a homogeneous and heterogeneous
irreversible chemical reaction of the first order in plug flow, in Couette flow, and in
Couette flow with a moving interface is presented in this paper. As a result of this
analysis, analytical solutions and asymptotic expressions are derived for each type of
flow. Regardless of the pattern of the flow, the study showed that the effect of axial
diffusion is of importance for small transformed distances in the direction of the
convective transport. In the case of heterogeneous chemical reactions of the first
order, the diffusion in the direction of the convective transport tended to have less
importance. Finally, the case of simultaneous homogeneous and heterogeneous
chemical reactions of the first order in uniform flow is considered as well.

The mathematical formulation of the problem is basically the same as the
previous work of 1980, which is a two-dimensional formulation at steady-state. A
fluid comes into contact at the boundary with a soluble material of constant
concentration, C0. The soluble material moves with the fluid and is dispersed as a
result of diffusion and the first order irreversible chemical reaction. The fluid is
moving with a constant velocity, u0, at the interface and with a constant velocity
gradient, a, in the y direction, perpendicular to the flow. The hydrodynamic situation
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is reduced to the uniform plug flow for u0 0, a = 0, to the flow with a constant
velocity gradient, Couette flow for u0 = 0, a 0, and to Couette flow with a moving
interface for u00, aO.

Dang, Vi-Duong. "Steady-State Mass Transfer with Homogeneous and
Heterogeneous Reactions." AICHE Journal, 29 (1983): 19-25.

A steady-state solution is obtained for convective diffusion with axial diffusion
and homogeneous and heterogeneous reactions in a tube. The results have been used
successfully to examine the validity of a model with simplified inlet boundary
conditions and to establish the conditions for a one-dimensional dispersion model.

The study of mass transfer of a laminar fluid flowing in a tube with chemical
reactions of any order taking place inside the fluid and at the tube wall has been
investigated quite extensively in the past with simplified assumptions. Theoretical and
experimental investigations previously neglected one or more of the following effects:
axial diffusion, homogeneous chemical reaction, and heterogeneous chemical reaction
at the wall in order to get the concentration distribution in the closed form of the
diffusing species. Consequently, these assumptions can easily lead to an incomplete
description of the process or an erroneous conclusion of the phenomena, particularly
in the entrance region of the tube, which is one of the most promising areas in the
chemical engineering field.

In this study, a tubular reactor with a chemical reactant flowing inside under
laminar flow condition was divided into two consecutive regions with region one as

<x <0 and region two as 0< x <oc. Assuming the physical properties to be constant
and homogeneous and the catalytic wall reactions at the tube wall in region two, one
can write the convective diffusion equations for the two regions as follows:

1 ( 1 2O,

(B.1)

- =-----Lii------i K02 (B.2)(i 2)j 1 a I ae2 1a202
iiaii ai ) Pe2 a2
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The suitable boundary conditions are

Oi(oo,ii)=O (B.3)

ao, (,o) ae, (,i)
(B.4)

u1

(B.5)
11

(B.6)

0(O,)= 02(0,11)i (B.7)

a01(o,11) ao2(0,)

Solutions of Eqs. (l)-(8) can be obtained by proposing the following forms:

Oi(,11)=AnYn(11)exp(an2) (B.9)

2]
(B.10)

L I. PeJ

The method of substitution and the continuity of Eq.(7) and Eq.(8) at the
connecting plane x = 0 were processed at this point in order to get the solutions that
determine the concentration field of the reactor. Construction of an orthogonal set of
functions in terms of the non-orthogonal functions R() and Y('r) was the new
technique applied in this case. A series summation was the form of the solutions and
the number of terms required in the series expansion solution of Eq.(9) and Eq.(l0)
was varied at 20 or 50 terms in the calculation due to the catalytic wall boundary
condition in this problem.

The range of parameters investigated in this study is 1 <Pe <20, 1 <K < 100,
and 1 <a < 100. Two limiting cases, i.e. K = 0 or a = 0 can be analyzed from this
case. Results were also obtained for the limiting case where there is no homogeneous
chemical reaction, when K = 0. Compared to the case without chemical reactions, one
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finds that the dimensionless average concentration deviates further from unity and the
length of the reactor for the dispersion model to be valid increases when either
homogeneous or heterogeneous chemical reaction occurs. When both homogeneous
and heterogeneous chemical reactions take place, the effect of chemical reactions on
the concentration field is more significant because of a linear system considered here.
When the Peclet number decreases, the effect of back mixing increase so the
concentration profile becomes flatter for the same values of K and a. When the wall
reaction parameter a increases, the radial concentration profile becomes steeper. The
larger the values of the reaction parameter are, the larger the deviation of the
dimensionless average concentration from unity.

For a simplified-case analysis, only a semi-infinite region is considered as a
model reactor and the analysis becomes simpler. There were only three equations-Eq.
(2), (5) and (6)-along with the following inlet boundary condition considered.

±_-_(1_112Xo2_1) at=0 (B.11)
Pe2

The solution of these equations was still in the same form as Eq.(10). Making use of
the set of equations presented earlier and the method of separation, the set of linear
algebraic equations was obtained which is similar to the one proposed by Dang
(1980).

A comparison has also been made between the present analysis and the
dispersion model in which the catalytic wall reaction is considered. When the wall
reaction is slow compared to the radial diffusion, the radial concentration gradient can
be neglected and it is reasonable to approximate the system by the dispersion model.
The study shows that the one dimensional dispersion model can be used for K < 1 and
a< 1.

Awad R. Mansour. "An analytical solution for diffusion and reaction in a
laminar flow tubular reactor." mt. Comm. Heat Mass Transfer, 16 (1989): 603-
608.

Diffusion with chemical reactions under the condition of laminar flow of
Newtonian fluids in tubular reactors is the subject of this study. The purpose is to
determine an exact analytical solution to the problem and compare it with previously
published numerical solutions. This study shows that the exact analytical solution in
terms of the Laguene hypergeometric function is an accurate and reliable solution
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because of its good agreement with the accurate numerical solution published by
Solomon and Hudson for different values of the reaction parameters.

The steady-state two-dimensional convective diffusion dimensionless equation
with a first-order chemical reaction in laminar flow of Newtonian fluids of constant
physical properties in circular tubes can be described as:

J2C lC
(B.12)

ax

The boundary conditions are:

C(r,x)=l atx=0 (B.13)

i(r,x)0 atr=0 (B.14)

ac(r,x)+aC(r,x)=0 atr=l

where a and f3 are reaction parameters.

(B.15)

A method of separation of variables followed by change of variables and
Laplace transformations has been successfully applied to the governing partial
differential equation. Along with all three boundary conditions as shown above, the
exact analytical solution in closed-form can be obtained in terms of the Laguerre
confluent hypergeornetric polynomial, L, as follows:

C(r,x) Anee2rLn(r2) (B.16)

where A is an arbitrary constant and X2 =
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Hsunling Bai and Jong-wen Chwu. "Theoretical Analysis Of Selective Catalytic
Reduction Catalysts." Journal of Environmental Engineering, 123, May (1997):
431-436.

The selective catalytic reduction (SCR) process is a widely used flue gas
treatment technology because its efficiency in removing nitrogen oxides (No) is the
highest among commercialized flue gas treatment technologies. The control
efficiency of an SCR device can be well above 85% with proper design and operation.
The No in flue gas is removed by the injection of ammonia (NH3). The NH3 and the
gaseous No molecules react in a heterogeneous catalytic reactor, forming nontoxic N2
and H20 gases.

The purpose of this study is to present a theoretical analysis to assist in the
selection of SCR catalysts. A two-dimensional (2D) diffusion equation is employed,
which accounts for simultaneous effects of external diffusion and chemical kinetic
limitations in the SCR process. A comparison of different catalysts is also made in
terms of the NO conversion rate.

A monolithic shaped catalyst with a honeycomb support is used in the model
study. The axial diffusion is neglected as compared to the convection term in the axial
main flow direction. Using the model assumptions, a three-dimensional (3D) steady-
state mass transfer model can be made as:

2C

az) iX2 + ay2 J
(B.17)

The fully developed velocity profile in a square duct is

U = 2.0962(1 x22X1_Y22) (B.18)

Using the forward-time and centered-space (FTCS) finite-difference method,
the NO and NH3 concentration profiles in any location of the SCR system can be
obtained numerically. The numerical solution is compared with the experimental data
available in the literature. Good agreement is obtained between model results and
experimental observations on the NO removal. In addition, it is shown that the
catalyst preparation procedures as well as the V205 content are important for
determining the NO removal.
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Hsunling Bai and Jong-wen Chwu. "Design Model For Selective Catalytic
Reduction Process: Solution Of Convective Diffusion And NO Reaction."
Journal of Environmental Engineering, December (1998): 1220-1226.

The numerical solution obtained last year by the same authors is accurate but
extensive computational effort is required. In this paper, the 2D equations are further
simplified using appropriate assumptions, and an analytical solution is obtained that
greatly reduces the computational time. The accuracy of the analytical solution is
tested by comparing the results with those of the 2D numerical model as well as
experimental observations in the literature.

The assumption of fully developed flow pattern as used in the previously
published article is more appropriate than the plug-flow field assumptions for the
velocity profiles in the SCR reactor. However, with that the analytical solution is
difficult to obtain.

Two following assumptions are made to derive the analytical solution:
1) Plug-flow field can represent the flow pattern in the SCR reactor.
2) The diffusivities of NH3 and No gases are the same in both external and

internal regions.

The discrepancy induced by the plug-flow pattern assumption can be minimized. The
differences in the results from the two flow patterns are compared using the 2D
numerical model, and a correction formula is obtained.

The analytical solution with correction of the Damkohler number obtained by
the method of separation of variables seemed to be in good agreement with the
experimental observations. The analytical model presented in this paper is helpful in
the proper design of the SCR reactor. The design parameters such as operating
temperatures, injection ratio of NH3INO, channel pitch, and reactor volume can be
determined easily.

Norman W. Loney. "Analytical Solution To Mass Transfer In Laminar Flow In
Hollow Fiber With Heterogeneous Chemical Reaction." The Chemical
Engineering Journal, Vol. 51. No. 16. (1996): 3995-3999.

Membrane separation is a naturally occurring process in biological systems.
However, separation technology in chemical engineering applications has traditionally
been that of extraction, distillation, and absorption. Some mathematical analyses of
the various applications have been in the literature. These analyses can be divided into
two groups based on the complexity of the boundary conditions. Applications with
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linear boundary conditions yield analytical solutions, while those with nonlinear
boundary conditions for the case where chemical reactions are included do not. As a
result of this, a combination of analytical and numerical techniques is sometimes used
to carry out the mathematical analysis.

With nonlinear boundary conditions, a regular perturbation technique was first
introduced in this study, and an analytical solution in the form of infinite series was
obtained for laminar flow mass transfer in hollow fibers for a heterogeneous chemical
reaction. This result is useful in evaluating the enhancement in separation that is
obtainable in facilitated membrane processes.



APPENDIX C
STANDARD CURVES FOR PHENOL AND p-CHLOROPHENOL

A series of known concentrations at 10 ppm, 50 ppm, 100 ppm, 200 ppm, and

300 ppm of both phenol and p-chlorophenol were prepared in deionized water and

thoroughly mixed. These solutions were individually injected into the HPLC column.

The supelco (LC-8) colunm is 15 cm x 4.6 mm x 5jnn, (column length, column ID,

and size of the phase particle with pore size of 120 A°, respectively). Mobile phase

which consists of 60 [%] acetic-acid methanol solution (1% acetic-acid, 99% HPLC

grade methanol) and 40 [%] acetic-acid deionized water solution (1% acetic- acid,

99% deionized water) were used in the analysis.

The series of solution absorbances were recorded by Visual Designer software

and plotted against the solution concentrations. A sample chromatogram for the

analysis of phenol and p-chlorophenol were plotted in Chapter 3. Standard curves for

absorbance (A) vs. concentration (ppm) for both phenol and p-chlorophenol were also

obtained and shown in Figure C. 1 and C.2, respectively, for later use in determining

reaction solution concentrations.
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Figure C.1: Standard curve for HPLC analysis of phenol concentrations at 280 nm.
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Figure C.2: Standard curve for HPLC analysis of p-chlorophenol concentrations at
280 nm.
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APPENDIX D
CALIBRATION CURVE OF PdCJ2 SOLUTION

A 1 [mM] of PdC12 solution, consisting of 59% of Pd, was used as the plating

solution in this work. To ensure all palladium from the starting solution deposited on

the iron substrate, both Absorbance (A) and % Transmittance (%T) of the after-use

PdCl2 solution must be measured using UV Spectrometer. The wavelength of 480 nm

was chose for UV Spectrometer in this study. A series of known PdC12 solutions is

prepared and measured as A and %T. Figure D. 1 shows the plot between the

Absorbance and %T vs. the concentration of PdCl2 solution.
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Figure D.1: Calibration curve of PdCl2 solution.



APPENDIX E
CALCULATION OFp-CHLOROPHENOL AQUEOUS DIFFUSIVITY

DAB for Phenol in water at 20 [°C];

DAB = 1.2*1 0 m/s

DAB = 1.1 * 10 m2/s

DAB forp-Chlorophenol in water at 20 [°C];

167

(Schwarzenbach et. al,1993)

(Shishido et. al,1995)

An estimation of diffusivities of non-electrolytes in liquids at low

concentration is given by (Wilke and Chang, 1955):

DAB = 74*108 (4MB)hhl2T

J.I(VA)°6

Where DAB Diffusivity of solute at infinite dilution (cm2/sec)

= Solution Viscosity (centipoises, 102 g/cm*sec)

T = Absolute Temperature (°K)

Association Parameter (water=2.26)

M = Solvent Molecular Weight (18 g/mol)

(E.1)

VA = Molar Volume of Solute at Normal Boiling Point (113.8 cm3/mol)

Substituting into Eq.(E. 1) give,

D = 8.07*10'°m2/s

DAB for p-chlorophenol in water at 40 [°C];

DAB = 1.31 * i0 m2/s
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APPENDIX F
CALCULATION OF Re, MT

Reynolds number (Re): Re
,L1

where p is fluid density (kg/rn3)

Vave is average velocity (mis)

de is equilibrium length (m)

i is fluid viscosity (kg/m.$)

Table F.1: Calculation of Re

Parameter Value

p 1.0x103 kg/rn3

Vave l.93xl03 mis
de = 4.rh =4 [W*2B/ 2*(W+B)} 4.0x104 m

1.0x103 kg/m.s

Re0.77

Note that: Re 0.77 for the highest flow rate case (0.63 mi/mm)
Re 0.12 for the lowest flow rate case (0.10 mi/mm)
Re 0.06 for the small half-width case (B=0.05 mm)



Thiele Modulus (MT): M = Le''

where Le is characteristic length (m)

K1' is reaction rate constant based on the volume of the catalyst pellets
(m3fluid/m3solid. s)

De is diffusivity (m2/s)

Table F.2: Calculation ofM1

L 2.5OxlO m
K" 4.30x103 m3fluid/m3solid.s
De 8.O7x1O'° m2/s

MT O. 18
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APPENDIX G
DETERMINATION OF K" WITH THE OPTIMIZATION ROUTINE

1'IAPLE program was chose to solve analytically the partial differential

equations, Eq.(2.13), (2.17), and (2.20) along with the boundary conditions associated

with, Eq.(2.5 1)-Eq.(2.54), Chapter2:

[1
2]aCA 1 [2CA 2C'A1

ac_pe[a2 2j

To determine the reaction rate constant, K", the CA/CAO at a variety of

experimental conditions as the output from the MAPLE program were used to match

with that from the experiment observations using the optimization routine given by

this equation:

F=(CA(k.t)modeICA(t)
\2

(G.1)expt /

Figure G. 1 to Figure G.6 show the optimization results to determine K"

[mls]for each of experimental settings.
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Figure G.1: The optimization result at the flow rate of 0.10 ml/min.
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Figure G.2: The optimization result at the flow rate of 0.15 mI/mm.
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Figure G.3: The optimization result at the flow rate of 0.63 mI/mm.
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APPENDIX H
UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS ANS SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

In this work, there are a few measured values such as the half-width of the

reactor (B), the length of the reactor (L), the flow rate (F), and the relative

concentration (CA/CAO). To give some measure of confidence to the measured value,

measurement errors, which will be propagated within the data, must be determined,

and their probable effect on the result must be estimated. The half-width of the reactor

(B) and the length of the reactor (L) are measured by a hand-held micrometer in

millimeter unit. To account for deviations, the measurement procedure is to

repeatedly measure the B and the L at one location, then move to other locations, and

repeatedly measure. Standard deviations of these two parameters are the same, which

are approximately of 0.00 1 mm.

Uncertainty analysis is the process used to estimate these measurement errors

in terms of uncertainty in the measurements (Us), which must be in some acceptable

level of errors. A realistic estimate of the U, can be computed using the root-sum-

squares method (RSS):

U =±ei2 +e22 + =ek =±jej2 (P%) Eq.(H.1)

Design-stage uncertainty procedure will provide reasonable estimates of the

uncertainty to be expected in measurements. The design-stage uncertainty, Ud, for the
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instrument can be approximated by combining the instrument uncertainty with the

zero-order uncertainty

Ud = jUO2 + U.2 (P%) Eq.(H.2)

U is an instrument error usually available in the manufacturer's statement (%fuIl-

scale error) and Uo is an interpolation error usually one-half of the instrument

resolution with a probability of 95%.

The flow rate (F) is a function of volume (V) and time (t). In other words, F is

the function of mass (M), density (p), and time (t), F=MIpt. The propagation of

probable uncertainty to the result, F, can be estimated by Kline-McClintock second

power law (Theory and Design for Mechamical Measurements, Richard S.Figliola et

al).

rF 12 12

UF = ±%j[_uM +jj_Upj +[_U1j Eq.(H.3)

Or dividing by F, the percent uncertainty in the flow rate, UFIF, is

=
/[uMl2 [12 ru 12

Eq.(H.4)
F [Mj L] LtJ

The design-stage uncertainty in mass, UM, the design-stage uncertainty in

density, U, and the design-stage uncertainty in time, U, can be determined using

Eq.(H.2) which has the interpolation errors and the instrument errors associated.

Consider the flow rate, say, 0.10 mllmin; the results are listed in Table H. 1.
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Table Hi: Calculation of UF at the Flow Rate of 0.10 mI/mm

F M p t UM U, U UfF

[nills} [g] [g/ i
[s] [gi [g/ ml] [s} [-1

0.0017 0.10 0.91496 60 0.02 4.19X105 0.08 0.02

The uncertainty in flow rate, UF, is approximately of 0.002 mI/mm for the flow rate of

0.10 mI/mm.

Since the CA/CAO is an important measured value used mostly to compare the

experiment results in each experimental condition in this study, its uncertainty must be

identified as well. The uncertainty in CA/CAO, UR, can be from calibration errors, data

acquisition errors, and data reduction errors. The calibration errors are the errors

entering the measuring system during the act of calibration such as errors in the

standard used in the calibration. The data acquisition errors arise during the actual act

of measurement such as errors in the sensor or instrument used in the experiment. The

use of curve fits and correlations with their associated unknowns introduced data

reduction errors.

Similarly, the use of the partial derivative is necessary to determine the UR

since CA/CAO is a function of 2 parameters, CA and CÁO. Examples of the experimental

error bars associated with the experimental results are graphically shown in Figure 4.2
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in which UR is obtained approximately at 9.00% for all data points. All other

experiments are expected to have the UR similarly.

UR +EaR

12 1JR 12

=....

ac
UCAO

I

Eq.(H.5)
L AO J

2

UR =± +1_CA UCAO] Eq.(H.6)
[cAOJ [GAO

The CAO is a function of mass (M) and volume (V); therefore, the uncertainty

in CAO, UCAO, can be determined using the Kline-McClintock second power law. The

UCAOOf 1.21x105 [molll] is obtained in this work.

UC =+I[ U
12
+[o Uv]2 Eq.(H.7)M Mj

Or dividing by CAO, the percent uncertainty in the CAO, UCAO/CAO, is

UCAO
= ±

hUM 12 [Ui2
Eq.(H.8)

CÁO Li [vj

The results are shown in Table H.2.

Table H.2: Calculation of UCAO at the Initial Concentration of 7.7785x104 molll

CAO M V UM Uv UCAO/CAO

[mo]Il] [gJ [ml] [g] [ml] [-1

7.7785x10 0.01 100 0.02 0.125 2.000
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The uncertainty in CAO, UCAO, is approximately of 1.21x1ff5 [molll] for the initial

concentration of 7.7785x iø [moIJI] (100 ppm) with the molecular weight of 128.56.

The uncertainty in CA is mainly from the calibration errors. The bias and

precision errors in the standard used in the calibration, the standard deviation in fitting

calibration curve, and the instrument errors; voltage signal from HPLC device are

three main sources of errors associated in UCA. Each element of error present within a

measurement will combine with other errors to increase the uncertainty of the

measurement. Therefore, the estimate of the UCA due to these errors can be computed

using the root-sum-square method as mentioned in Eq.(H. 1). The results are listed in

Table H.3 in which UCA of 6.38x 1ff5 [molll] is obtained.

Table H.3: Calculation of UCA

UCAO Usignai Ufittingcurve UCA

[molIlJ [molIl] [molll] [molIl]

1.21x105 6.26xlff5 l.87x108 6.38x105

Sensitivity analysis is also done for the mathematical model developed in this

study. It was shown that errors in B and L of ± 0.01 mm yield only a 5% in K"

[mis]. Therefore, one can conclude that the model is accurate enough to predict the

concentration of p-chlorophenol in the range of all experiment uncertainties.
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APPENDIX I
MAPLE CODE

In short, there are three separate MAPLE files corporated in this work. First, it

is called "Region 1", basically to find enough stable roots for Region 1. Secondly, it

is "Region2" which basically used to find enough stable roots for Region 2. The last

one is called "Graph", used to match all the solutions for all three regions by using all

the roots obtained from Region 1 and Region 3 files. All MAPLE codes are attached

here.

REGION 1 (z <0)

Y(eta) = sum(a[i]*etai,i = 0 .. infinity);

Use constant values for coefficients
(for symbolic evaluation, don't execute the following commands)

Pe := 0.017;

Procedure definition
Calculates coefficients au]; (i = 0, 2, 4, .. N) using the recursion formula
Estimates function Y(eta); value and derivative at eta = 1;
a[0] = 1, a[2] = A/2, a[i] = (A *a[i.2]..B *a[ i-4])/(i *(i1)),.
where A = alpha[n] *(pe.alpha[n]),B = alpha[n] *pe;
Y(1) = sum(a[i],i = 0.. N);, diff(Y,eta)(1) = sum(i*a[ij,i = 1 .. N);

Results are returned in a Maple table (indices: Y(1), DY(1), 0, 2, 4, 6, ...)

calca := proc(N)
local A, B, a, Yl, DY1, i;
A := alpha * (Pe-alpha);
B := alpha*Pe;
a := table([(0) = 1, (2) = simplify(A / 2)]);
Yl := simplify(a[0] + a[2]);
DY! := simplify(2 * a[21);
for i from 4 by 2 to N
do

(A * a[i -2]- B * a[i 4])/(i * (i - 1));
a[iJ := simplify(%);



Yl := simplify(Yl + %);
DY1 := simplify(DY1 + i *

od;
a[Y(1)] Yl;
a[DY(1)] DY1;
eval(a)
end;

Procedure definition
Truncates the given polynomial p (in beta;) and solves numerically the roots of the
truncated polynomial
The procedure is repeated for all truncation points up to power of(N/4) where N is
the index ofthe highest order coefficient b[i]; used to generate the polynomial
Roots are printed and saved in a text file (c:\\roots.txt)

solvea := proc(p, N)
local fd, n, i, roots;
roots := tableQ;
fd := open("c:\\roots.txt", WRiTE);
for n from 1 to N /4
do

'+'('coeff(p, alpha"i) * alpha"i' $ 'i' = 1..n) = 0;
roots[n] := { fsolve(%, alpha, complex, maxsols n) };
for i from 1 to n
do

fprintf(fd, "%d\t%d\t%. 1 Og\t%.1 Og\n", n, i, Re(roots [n] [i]), Im(roots[n] [i}))
od;
save roots, "c:\\temp.m"

od;
close(fd);
eval(roots)
end;

Boundary condition at eta = 1;
diff(Y(eta),eta) =
i.e.,
sum(i *a[j], i = 0.. infinity) = 0;

acoeff := calca(320):
apoly := sort(simplify(acoeff[DY(1)]), alpha):
aroots := solvea(apoly, 320):
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Extract coefficients in order to compare with the results ofthe Excel root finding
procedure

evalf([tcoeff(apoly), 'coeff(apoly, alpha"i)' $ 'i' = 1..80], 20);
save acoeff, apoly, "c:\\acoeff.txt";
save acoeff, apoly, "c:\\acoeff.m";
save aroots, "c:\\aroots.txt";
save aroots, "c:\\aroots.m";
read "c:\\aroots.m";
afind := proc(root)
local i;
for i from 1 to 80
do

map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) >= 0 then x else NULL fi end, aroots[i]);
sort([op(%)], proc(xl, x2) evalb(abs(xl - root) <abs(x2 - root)) end);
print(i, op(l, %))

od
end;
afind(25);
sort([op(map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) >0 then x else NULL fi end,
aroots[80]))]);

REGION 2 (0 <= z)

X(eta) = sum(b[i]*etai,i = 0 .. infinity);

Use constant values for coefficients
or symbolic evaluation, don't execute the following commands)

Pe := 56.90;
sigma := 0.045;

Procedure definition
Calculates coefficients b[i]; (i = 0, 2, 4, .. N) using the recursion formula
Estimates function R(eta); value and derivative at eta = 1;
b[0] = 1, b[21 = C/2, b[i] = (C*b[i2] +D *b[ i..4])/(i *(j..])),.
where C = beta[n] *(.pe.beta[n]),D = Pe *beta[n];
X(1) = sum(b[i],i = 0.. N);, dzff(X,eta)(1) = sum(i*b[i],i = 1 .. N);
Results are returned in a Maple table (indices. X(1), DX(1), 0, 2, 4, 6, ...)

calcb := proc(N)
local C, D, b, Xl, Dxl, i;
C := beta * (-Pe-beta);
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D := beta * Pe;
b := table([(0) = 1, (2) = simplify(C / 2)]);
Xl simplify(b[O] + b[2]);
DX1 := simplify(2 * b[2]);
for i from 4 by 2 to N
do

(C*b[i_2]+D*b[i_4])/(i*(i_1));
b[i] simplify(%);
Xl := simplify(X1 + %);

DX1 := simplify(DX1 + i * %%)
od;
b[X(1)] := Xl;
b[DX(1)] :=DX1;
eval(b)
end;

Procedure definition
Truncates the given polynomial p (in beta;) and solves numerically the roots of the
truncated polynomial
The procedure is repeated for all truncation points up to power of(N/4) where N is

the index of the highest order coefficient b[i]; used to generate the polynomial
Roots are printed and saved in a text file (c:\roots.txt)

solveb := proc(p, N)
local fd, n, i, roots;
roots := tableO;
fd := open("c:\\roots.txt", WRiTE);
for n from 1 to N /4
do

'+'(tcoeff(p), 'coeff(p, beta"i) * beta'i' $ 'i' = 1. .n) = 0;
roots[n] := { fsolve(%, beta, complex, maxsols = n) };
for i from 1 to n
do

fprintf(fd, "%d\t%d\t%. 1 Og\t%.1 Og\n", n, i, Re(roots [n] [i]), Im(roots[n] [i]))
od;

save roots, "c:\\temp.m"
od;
close(fd);
eval(roots)
end;

Boundary condition at eta = 1;
diff(X(eta), eta)+sigma *X(eta) = 0;
i.e.,
sum(i*b[i],i = 0.. infiniiy)+sigma*sum(b[i],i = 0.. infinity) = 0;
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bpoly .= sort(simplify(bcoeff[DX(1)] + sigma * bcoeff[X(1)]), beta),
bcoeff := calcb(320):
bpoly := sort(simplify(bcoeff[DX(1)] + sigma * bcoeff[X(1)]), beta):
broots := solveb(bpoly, 320):

Extract coefficients in order to compare with the results of the Excel root finding
procedure

evalf([tcoeff(bpoly), 'coeff(bpoly, beta'i)' $ 'i' 1. .80], 20);
save bcoeff, bpoly, "c:\\bcoeff.txt";
save bcoeff, bpoly, "c:\\bcoeff.m";
save broots, "c:\\broots.txt";
save broots, "c:\\broots.m";
bfind := proc(root)
local i;
for i from 1 to 80
do

map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) >0 then x else NULL fi end, broots[i});
sort([op(%)], proc(xl, x2) evalb(abs(xl root) <abs(x2 - root)) end);
print(i, op(l, %))

od
end;
bfind(1 5);
sort([op(map(proc(x) if Im(x) = 0 and Re(x) > 0 then x else NULL fi end,
broots[80]))]);

GRAPH

read "D:\\Pe=85.36, Sigma=0.033(320-4)\\acoeff.m";
read "D:\\Pe=85.36, Sigma=0.033(320-4)\\aroots.m";
read 'D:\\Pe=85.36, Sigma=0.033(320-4)\\bcoeff.m';
read "D:\\Pe=85 .36, Sigma=0.033(320-4)\\broots.m";

Accurately determined real roots

aiphamat := sort([op(map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) >0 and Re(x) <50 then x
else NULL fi end, aroots[80]))]);
betamat := sort([op(map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) >0 and Re(x) < 3 or Im(x)=0
and Re(x) <0 and Re(x) > -50 then x else NULL fi end, broots[80]))]);
betamati := betamat[1..8};
betamat2 := betamat[9..16];
betamat3 :=[op(betamat2),op(betamat 1)];
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omegamat := sort([op(map(proc(x) if Im(x) =0 and Re(x) <0 and Re(x) > -5 then -x
else NULL fi end, aroots[80]))]);
Dimensions of the matrices

N := nops(alphamat);
K =51;

Definition ofthe matrices

Digits := 20:
amat := array([seq([seq(subs(alpha = alphamat[j], acoeffl2 * i}),j = 1..N)], i = 0..K-

1)]):
bmat := array([seq([seq(subs(beta = betamat3[j], bcoeff[2 * i]), = 1..2*N)], i = 0..K

1)]):
cmat := array([seq([seq(subs(alpha = -omegamat[j], acoeff[2 * i]),j = 1..N)], i = 0..K-

1)]):
etamat := vector([eta"(2 * 'i') $ j = 0..K 1]):
with(linalg):
Ymat := multiply(etamat, amat):
Xmat := multiply(etamat, bmat):
Rmat := multiply(etamat, cmat):
plot(Ymat, eta = 0.. 1);
plot(Xmat, eta = 0.. 1);
plot(Rmat, eta = 0.. 1);

A:=233.7;
X:=array(1..2*N):
for i from 1 to 2*N
do
X[i] =0.0011 86*subs(eta= 1, Xmat[i] )* (exp(-betamat3 [iJ *A). 1 )/betamat3 [i]:
od:

mati := array(1..4*N,1..4*N):
for i from 1 to N
do
forj from ito N
do
mati[i,j] :=int(Ymat[i]*Ymat[j],eta = 0..1):
mat 1 [i,N+j] :=int(Ymat[i] *Xmat[j] ,eta = 0.. 1):
mat 1 [i,2*N+j] :=exp(betamat 1 U] *A)*int(ymat[j] *Xmat[N+j] ,eta = 0.. 1):
mati [i,3*N+j] =0:
matl[N+i,j] :=alphamat[j]*int(Xmat[i]*Ymat[j],eta = 0..1):
mat 1 [N+i,N+j I :=-betamat2U]*int(Xmat[i] *Xmat[j] ,eta = 0.. 1):
mat 1 [N+i,2*N+j] :=-exp(betamat 1 U]*A)*betamat 1 U]*int(Xmat[i] *Xmat[N+j] ,eta

=0..1):



mat 1[N+i,3*N+j}
mat 1[2*N+i,j]
mat 1[2*N+i,N+j]

mat 1 [2*N+i,2*N+j]

mati [2*N+i,3*N+j]
mati [3*N+j,j]
mati [3*N+j,N+j]
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=0:
=0:

:=exp(-betamat2 [j I
*A)*int(xmat[N+jI *Xmat[j

I ,eta = 0..1 )-
[j]*jnt(Xmat[N+j],eta=O.. 1):

:=int(Xmat[N+i] *Xmat[N+j] ,eta = 0..1 )-
exp(betamat 1 [j] *A)*x[N+j] *int(xmat[N+iI ,eta=0.. 1):

:=int(Xmat[N+i]*Rmat[j],eta = 0..1):
:=0:
:=-betamat2[j] *exp(.betat2 U]*A)*int(Rmat[i] *xmat[j] ,eta =

0..1):
mat 1 [3 *N+j,2*N+j] :=-betamat 1 [j] *int(Rmat[i] *Xmat[N+jI ,eta = 0..!):
mat 1 [3*N+i,3*N+j] :=-omegamat[j] *jnt(Rmat[j] *?at[j] ,eta = 0..1):
od:
od:

mat2 := array(1..4*N):
for i from 1 to N
do
mat2[i] :=int(Ymat[i],eta = 0... 1):
mat2[N+i] :=0:
mat2[2*N+i] :=int(Xmat[N+i],eta = O..1):
mat2[3*N+i] =0:
od:

linsolve(matl, mat2);
Amat := vector([%['i'] $ 'i' = 1..N]);
Bmat := vector(['%%[N+i]' $ 'i' = 1...N, '%%[2*N+i] * exp(betamatl[i] * A)' $ 'i' =

1..N]);
Cmat := vector(['%%%[3*N+i] * exp(omegamat[i] * A)' $ 'i' 1..N]);
ratio := 1+sum(Bmat['i']*X['i'], 'i'=1..2*N);
B:=array(1..2*N):
for i from 1 to 2*N
do
B [i] :=O.O009799*Bmat[i]:
od:
Z:=array(1..2*N):
for i from 1 to 2*N
do
Z[i]:=subs(eta=1, Xmat[i]):
od:
slope:= sum(B ['i'] *z['i'I, 'i'= 1 ..2*N);
theta := proc(xi, eta)
local etamat;
global K, amat, bmat, cmat, Amat, Bmat, Cmat, aiphamat, betamat3, omegamat;
etamat := vector([1, eta'(2 * 'i') $ = 1..K - 1]);
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if eval(xi) <0 then
1 multiply(etamat, amat, diag(op(map(proc(alpha) exp(alpha * xi) end,

aiphamat))), Amat):
elif eval(xi) <A then multiply(etamat, bmat, diag(op(map(proc(beta) exp(-beta * xi)

end, betamat3))),
Bmat):

else
ratio- multiply(etamat, cmat, diag(op(map(proc(omega) exp(-omega * xi) end,

omegamat))), Cmat):
fi
end;
plot3d('theta(xi, eta)', xi = A..2*A, eta = 0..1, axes = BOXED);
fd := open("C:\\run-22.96-0.00065.txt", WRiTE):
for xi from -1.0 by 0.5 to 225.0 do

fprintf(fd, "%g", xi):
for eta from 0.0 by 0.5 to 1.0 do
fprintf(fd, "\t%g", theta(xi, eta))
od:
fprintf(fd, "\r\n")
od:

close(fd):

plot([theta(-0.000001, eta), theta(0.000001, eta)], eta = 0.. 1);
det(mat 1);
plot([theta(A+.000001, eta), theta(A-.000001, eta)], eta = 0..1);




